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environment
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Under the Supervision of Professor Roshan M D’souza

Agent-based models (ABMs) are increasingly being used to study population dynamics in complex systems such as the human immune system. Previously, Folcik et al.
developed a Basic Immune Simulator (BIS) and implemented it using the RePast
ABM simulation framework. However, frameworks such as RePast are designed to
execute serially on CPUs and therefore cannot efficiently handle large simulations.
In this thesis, we developed a parallel implementation of immune simulator using
FLAME GPU, a parallel ABM simulation framework designed to execute of Graphics
Processing Units(GPUs). The parallel implementation was tested against the original RePast implementation for accuracy by running a simulation of immune response
to a viral infection of generic tissue cells. Finally, a performance benchmark done
against the original RePast implementation demonstrated a significant performance
gain ( 13×) for the parallel FLAME GPU implementation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Humans live in an environment surrounded by pathogens such as viruses, bacteria,
and fungi. Frequently, these pathogens enter the body and infect vital tissues and
organs resulting in various diseases. The human body is equipped with a biological
defense system called the immune system whose primary purpose is to fight invading
pathogens and keep functional cells healthy. The Immune system can be sub-divided
into two classes: Innate and Adaptive immune system. The innate immune system
cells form the first line of defense which react to distressed signals released by cells
infected by pathogens (1) and kills them upon contact. These are non-antigen-specific
cells which respond to pathogens irrespective of their type (2). On the other hand,
adaptive immune system cells which follow the innate immune system response are
antigen-specific and proliferate exponentially to handle specific infections. Furthermore, unlike innate immune system cells, adaptive immune system cells being antigen
specific, develop an immunological memory so that host response is much faster when
same pathogen infects the functional cells of the body at a later date (3).
The immune system can modeled by two methods: equation based models (EBMs)
and agent based models (ABMs). EBMs simply use set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and partial differential equations (PDEs) to track the temporal and/or
spatial dynamics of quantities of interest such as average velocity of individual agents
in a region, population size, and chemical concentrations.This technique works well in
cases where the continuum assumption holds. It ignores the discrete nature of many
dynamics system and is incapable of capturing interactions between autonomous individuals (agents) in such dynamic systems.
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Agent based modeling, on the other hand, is a bottom-up approach (4; 5). It captures complex interactions between autonomous agents using a set of ’rules’. Agents
themselves are interacting finite state machines with specific behaviors defined for
each of the states. Rules also determine state transition. The collective behavior of
these agents determines the macro-scale behavior of the system. The Basic Immune
Simulator (6; 7) employs an ABM to study the interaction between innate and adaptive immunity. In this particular model, immune cells are modeled as agents which
produce chemical signals based on what they detect from their proximal location and
interact with other cells in a computer simulated environment.
The previous version of Basic Immune Simulator was implemented using an open
source software library called Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (RePast)
(8; 9). The RePast toolkit is designed to execute serially on Central Processing Units
(CPUs). Therefore, it is limited in its capability to handle large model sizes that are
required to simulated realistic agent-based model simulations.
In this thesis we report on the parallel implementation of the Basic Immune Simulator (BIS) using the Flexible Large-scale Agent Modeling Environment on Graphics
Processing Units (FLAME-GPU)(10). FLAME-GPU, as the name suggested, is a
parallel computing framework designed to leverage the computing power of GPUs.
To test the accuracy of our implementation, we ran several simulations of the BIS with
same initial conditions on both the FLAME-GPU implementation as well as the original RePast implementation. Our results show that we can replicate results from the
RePast implementation within statistical limits. Next, we conducted a performance
benchmark of the FLAME-GPU implementation against the RePast implementation
for varying model sizes. Our results show upto 13× speedup for models that have
20,000 agents.
In chapter 2, we provide a brief overview of the agent-based modeling technique.
In chapter 3, we describe GPU-based parallel computing and the FLAME-GPU agent
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modeling framework. In chapter 4, we provide a brief overview of the human immune
system. In chapter 5, we describe our implementation of the Basic Immune System
agent-based model in the FLAME-GPU framework. In chapter 6, we provide the
results of our accuracy and performance tests. Finally, in chapter 7. we provide
conclusions and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Complex systems and Agent Based Models

2.1

Complex systems

The world we live in is abundant with numerous Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS)
that exhibit intricate behaviors. A complex dynamic system is composed of discrete
autonomous individuals that interact with each other locally. These local interactions can be non-linear and stochastic. The collective/global behavior of the system
emerges from the local interactions of individuals. An ant-colony is an example of
a real world system that shows complex adaptive behavior. According to the study
conducted by Deborah Gordon on ant colonies (11; 12), ants are classified based on
specific task assigned to each group of ants in the colony: foraging, patrolling and
nest maintenance. A group of ants who search and collect food to feed their offspring
are termed foragers. They follow the trails of pheromones left by other forager ants
to find their way to the food (11; 13). Pheromones, in this case, act as a medium for
communication between ants. This communication between ants through pheromones
leads to a formation of a highway of ants with two lanes (14). One lane comprise
of group of ants bringing food to the nest, while the other lane has a queue of ants,
sensing the trail of pheromones, to make their way to food source. Patrollers are the
group of ants responsible for nest surveillance. They protect their nest from damage
and invasion from other insects. Nest maintenance workers have the role of keeping
trails free of obstructions such as sand particles that makes sensing of pheromones
by foragers difficult. It has been found that the process of allocating task to group
task is a continually changing process (11; 15; 16). The allocation of tasks depends
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upon the existing situation of an ant colony. For example, if a colony experiences
a shortage of food, then there will be increased recruitment of foragers from other
group of ants until the problem of shortage of food is resolved. However, the process
of task allocation in an ant colony is not influenced by instructions passed from queen
ant, but from local interactions between the ants itself through chemical or tactile
communication (11). The overall behavior of the ant colony thus emerges from local
interactions between ants, rather than from a central controller (11; 16).
There are other groups of animals such as flock of birds and schools of fish that
show emergent behaviors (11; 17; 18) . For example, the direction of movement of
an individual fish in a school of fish is influenced by direction of movement of its
neighboring individuals (19; 20). The same is the case with the flight behavior of
individual birds in a flock of birds (21; 11). Such coordinated behavior is not just
limited to group of animals but also exhibited by phenomena that take place on daily
basis such as traffic jams.
Traditional methods of modeling using ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and
partial differential equations (PDEs) cannot be applied to such systems. The continuum assumption that forms the basis of ODEs and PDEs is not applicable because
of the discrete and autonomous nature of individuals in the systems, and associated
stochastic interactions. In the recent past Agent-based Modeling (ABMs) has been
used successfully used to build computational models of CAS. The availability of
commodity high performance computing processors such as graphics processing units
(GPUs) has enabled the simulation of realistically sized models with the finest level
of granularity.
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2.2

Agent Based Models (ABMs)

Agent Based Models (ABMs) are computational models which are used to simulate
repetitive interactions between autonomous agents to observe their overall effect to the
system in which they reside. It is sometimes referred to as Individual Based Modeling
(IBM) (22) because it primarily focuses on modeling individual agent variables that
represent its characteristics rather than variables that describes the global state of
the system. It adopts a bottom up approach where local, micro-scale interactions of
agents gives rise to macro-scaled behavior of the system.

Figure 2.1: Definition of an agent
The definition for the term ’agent’ (Figure 2.1) (23) in ABM is vague and there is
no plausible compliance among the authors. Bonabeau stated that any independent
component within a system can be considered called an agent (24; 23). Casti defined
agents as individuals which must contain ’base-level rules’ which governs the behavior
of agents in response to its environment and ’rules to change the rules’ to demonstrate
adaptive behavior (25; 23). Jennings described agents as autonomous individuals
having an ability to make independent decisions (26; 23).
Each agent is unique, autonomous and interacts with its local environment (27).
The agents are called ’unique’ because each agent within a system is different from
each other in terms of characteristic variables such as its location, state and type
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(27). Additionally, each agent is ’autonomous’ because it is independent of other
agents and executes its own sequence of rules (27). The behavior of agents is an
outcome of its interactions with local environment which is limited to its neighboring
agents and environment within certain radius of influence. This implies that agents
interact locally and they are dependent upon state of neighboring agents rather than
overall state of the system. One of the primary features of agents in Agent Based
Models (ABMs) is the ability of agents to adjust its behavior based on its interaction
with other agents or its response to what it senses from its environment. This kind
of behavior is referred to adaptive behavior (27) which introduces randomness and
stochasticity in ABMs.

2.3

History of ABMs

Agent Based Model (ABM) came into existence in 1940s but it was not extensively
used until 1990s because of limitation of computational capability of early computers and unavailability of ABM modeling frameworks. The first Agent Based Model
(ABM) called Cellular Automata (28) was developed by John Von Neumann in late
1940s. It consists of set of cells or grids in predefined states (29). The state of each
cell is dependent upon the states of adjacent neighboring cells. Later in 1970s, John
Conway, a British mathematician, used Cellular Automata to develop a model called
Conway’s Game of Life (30). Other notable examples of ABMs developed in between
1970s and 1980s include the study of housing segregation pattern development by
Thomas Schelling (29) and Robert Axelrod’s ’Prisoner’s dilemma strategies’ (31; 29).
In late 1980s, Craig Reynolds developed the Boids model (32) to predict flocking
behavior observed in birds. It was a first biological agent based model that incorporated social characteristics in agents. In between 1990s and 2000s, the modeling
of complex system was simplified with introduction of frameworks such as Swarm,
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Netlogo and RePast. These frameworks were designed to simulate the Agent Based
Models (ABMs) on a large scale. One notable example that simulated ABM on a
large scale was Sugarscape model developed by Joshua M. Epstein and Robert Axtell which simulated the social phenomena such as transmission of disease, seasonal
migration, pollution and sexual reproduction (33).

2.4

Applications of ABM

There are a wide range of applications of Agent Based Models (ABMs) in the field of
social science, economics, archeology, biology and technology. Table 2.1 below shows
the summary of applications of ABMs in different fields (23). ABMs that represent
social scenarios define agents as people or group of people interacting with each other
to maintain social relationships (23). ABMs in social sciences allow a modeler to
model the people and their behavior to certain level of abstraction. The necessity of
abstraction simplifies the model by including traits which produces desired behavioral
outcome. The agents are assumed to be heterogeneous with each agent possessing
distinct characteristics.
ABMs also have been widely used as a computational tool in economics to perform analysis. The agents, termed as economic agents, are homogeneous having same
characteristics and behavioral rules (23). They possess a trait to pursue their objectives and adjust their behavior depending upon the economic situation. For example,
people with limited economic resources would exhibit the trait of being thrifty.
Archeologists have been using ABMs to study the growth and decline of ancient
civilizations due to social and environmental factors. The study on extinction of the
Anasazi in the southwestern United States (34; 23) is an example of ABMs used in
the field of archeology.
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and
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Table 2.1: Summary of application of ABMs in different fields

Since ABMs capture micro-scale behavior in terms of rules, it is extensively used
in the field of biology. This technique is particularly useful in situations where microscale behaviors can be experimentally studied and codified using rules. The system
as a whole can be then be modeled as an ABM. Models of human immune system
(23), tissue formation and morphogenesis (35; 36), spread of epidemics, population
dynamics (37) and plant ecology (38) are few examples of ABMs in biology.
The use of ABMs has been in rise since 1990s to solve the problems in business
and technology sector. The study of impact of publications in journals as opposed
to conferences by researchers in the field of computer science (39) is one of the notable examples of contribution of ABMs in business and technology. Other examples
include modeling of supply chain management and logistics, consumer behavior and
organizational behavior (40).
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2.5

Frameworks for ABMs

There are many frameworks to simulate Agent Based Models (ABMs) for wide range
of applications. The details for available frameworks to simulate ABMs are described
in a Table 2.2 (41) below.
Table 2.2: Available frameworks to simulate Agent Based Models (ABMs)

S.N. Framework

Description

Programming
language

1.

Ecolab (42)

It is designed, especially, for simu-

C++

lation of evolutionary dynamics. It
possesses various tools to plot graphs
and histograms.
2.

FLAME GPU (10)

It is generic Agent Based Model-

C based script

ing system used to simulate com-

with optimized

plex system with large agent popu-

CUDA code

lation in Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs). It can model both discrete
and continuous agents. It also has
inbuilt 3D visualization tool to view
simulations in real time.
3.

LSD (Laboratory for

It is a programming language to de-

C++

Simulation Develop-

velop simulation models for social

LSD

ment) (43)

sciences. It is also used in implementation of discrete-time simulation models.

based
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S.N. Framework

Description

Programming
language

4.

MASON (44)

It is multi-agent simulation library

Java

to model discrete agents to perform
simulations of generic ABMs.

It

has an optional visualization tool for
both 2D and 3D models.
5.

MATSim
Agent

(Multi

It is a framework to simulate large-

Transport

scale agent-based transport system.

Java

Simulation) [5]
6.

NetLogo (45)

It is designed for simulating social

NetLogo

and natural processes. It is an open-

tension of Logo

source library especially designed for

programming

people having limited programming

language)

experience.
7.

Pandora:

Agent

It is a library developed to simulate

Modelling

large scale ABMs in High Perfor-

Network for HPC

mance Computing (HPC) environ-

(46)

ments. It is mostly used for social

Based

C++

simulation research.
8.

Swarm (41)

It is also used to simulate general
ABMs. Its architecture allows a user
to define agents different from each
other.

Java, C

(ex-
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S.N. Framework

Description

Programming
language

9.

RePast (8)

It is an open-source library that can

Java (RePastS,

be employed for wide range of ABMs

RePastJ),

applications such as social sciences

C++,

and biology. Its visualization tool is

Python

user interactive where user can opti-

(RePastPy)

C#,

mize initial parameters for the simulation.
10.

StarLogo (47)

It is also a generic ABM framework

StarLogo (ex-

to simulate real life processes such

tension of Logo

ant colonies, flocking of birds and

programming

traffic jams. It is an extension of

Language)

Logo programming language where
it allows a user to simulate large
population of agents, termed as ’turtles’, in parallel.

2.6

Agent Based Models (ABMs) vs Equation Based
Models (EBMs)

ABM and EBM both share two common entities within a system: individuals and
observables (5). Individuals are physical entities, such as atoms, present in a system
that interact with each other by the influence of measurable variables called observables. The observables either represent characteristics of separate individuals such as
velocity of particles inside the box or an entire system influenced by group of individuals (5). The pressure exerted by group of particles inside the box is an example
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of observables associated with a system.
The first difference between ABM and EBM is the way these models establish relationship between observables. Equation Based Models (EBMs) or Mathematical Models use a set of mathematical equations such as Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)
and Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) to create a relationship between observables. Unlike EBMs which relates observables by mathematical equations, ABMs
relate observables through specific behaviors imposed on separate individuals (5).
The granularity of observables also differentiates Agent Based Models (ABMs)
from Equation Based Models (EBMs). There are two levels of granularity for observables: system level and individual level (5). System level observables, such as
the pressure of gas, represent overall characteristics of a system. It is widely used
in EBMs since it is easier to formulate such observables with a set of mathematical
equations. Individual level observables, common in ABMs, focus on characteristics of
each individual represented by agent behaviors.

2.7

Modeling cycle

The agents in Agents Based Models (ABMs) are designed to perform series of tasks
during their life cycle. The tasks, they are assigned to execute must correlate with
their behaviors in real life. It is not feasible to capture all the intricate details of real
life behavior in the model. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify these behaviors to a
certain level of abstraction so that the quality of outcome is preserved. The process
of simplification must follow a modeling cycle to verify the results from the scientific
model. The modeling cycle is comprised of five steps as shown in Figure 2.2 (27) and
they are described below:
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Figure 2.2: Modeling cycle for Agent Based Models

2.7.1

Set a clear goal

This step is the first step in the modeling cycle in which a modeler sets up certain
goals that a model is designed to achieve. For example, a modeler is designing a
system in which agents hunt for specific species of mushroom in a forest (27). The
primary goal for this particular model is to identify edible mushrooms from poisonous
ones. For this case, search for other plant species is not considered to be a primary
goal of the model, thus, it can be filtered. Hence, setting up necessary goals even
before the implementation of the model filters out the trivial details such as search
for other plant species in a forest. However, this process has to be done on a recurring
basis as it may require re-formulating the set goal due to intricate nature of complex
systems. Thus, it requires maintaining a clear focus to achieve a desired goal (27).

2.7.2

Address hypotheses for processes and structures

The primary purpose of this step is to simplify the simulation model as much as
possible. It is sometimes termed as brainstorming phase or simplification phase. In
this step, many hypotheses are made for processes and structures that address the
purpose or objective of the model. Hypotheses are formulated by a brainstorming
technique by determining the factors that strongly influence the processes of the complex system with the help of influence diagrams and flow charts (27). It is important
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to make a simulation model simple because the preliminary understanding of the system alone cannot determine whether the factors contributing to specific processes and
structures are important or not. The process of simplification is an iterative process
which keeps on evolving as the factors affecting the system are added to model until
a predefined goal is achieved. The simplification phase follows the cycle as illustrated
in Figure 2.3 (27).

Figure 2.3: Simplification phase cycle

2.7.3

Choose entities, state variables and parameters

In this step, after the formulation of assumptions and hypotheses that simplify the
model, the physical entities, state variables and parameters that constitute a model
are determined (27). The physical entities represent the agents that reside in a simulated environment and execute specific rules of behavior. For example, mushroom
hunters in a Mushroom Hunt Model are the physical entities that seek for specific
species of mushroom in a forest. The state variables represent the characteristics of
agents which directly address the behaviors of the agents based on its current state.
In an example of Mushroom Hunt Model, if the count of mushrooms that hunter
collected within some search radius reaches a maximum threshold value which is the
maximum number of mushrooms each hunter can carry, then the hunter moves to
a new location to search mushrooms (27). The count of mushroom gathered within
a predefined search radius and the maximum threshold value are state variable and
parameter that influences the behavior of agents.
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2.7.4

Implement the model

In this step, theoretical description of model prepared in the previous steps is implemented by writing computer codes (Java, C++, and Python) or using available ABM
frameworks such as RePast (8), FLAME GPU (10) and NetLogo (45). The primary
objective of this step is to check if the initial model is useful by verifying the outcome
of simplified assumptions and hypotheses.

2.7.5

Analyze, test and revise the model

This is the most demanding and time consuming step in a modeling cycle as a modeler
has to run several tests to analyze the model. The analysis of model is done to test and
improve the algorithms that represent the characteristics or behaviors of agents. The
model is then revised to derive an optimal performance from the model. For example,
the testing and analysis of different algorithms and parameters that increases the rate
of finding mushrooms in a Mushroom Hunt model (27).

2.8

Design of ABMs

The informal descriptions such as ideas, assumptions and hypotheses, on processes
and structures of a model need a formal and detailed description in order to formulate
ABMs. Formulation of ABMs is the illustration of formal descriptions of the model in
terms of algorithms, diagrams and equations that can be easily interpreted by others
(27). This ensures that all important parts that constitute a model are included in a
formal description of ABMs. Besides, it is also a basis for implementation of model
in the form of computer programs that simulate them.
Equation Based Models (EBMs) use set of differential equations and parameters
to formulate the model. Unlike EBMs, ABMs, which are complex and unpredictable,
cannot be formulated by conventional differential equations. Apart of being complex
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and unpredictable, ABM formulations are vaguely descriptive with lengthy justifications and explanations. Thus, a standard procedure called ODD (Overview, Design
concepts and Details) protocol is used to standardize the ABMs (27). This protocol
allows a modeler to follow standard steps to include all the important characteristics
of ABMs (agent types and its behavior) in a clear and concise way by organizing
the information in consistent order. The first element of the protocol, ’Overview’,
provides the general description of model with respect to design and purpose of the
model. The second element, ’Design concept’, provides the necessary information on
characteristics of ABMs. The last element, ’Details’, depicts about the parts that
make model formulation complete. The detailed description of each element of ODD
protocol is explained below:

2.8.1

Purpose

The purpose of the model is to describe the problem statement that a specific model
intends to solve. It makes decision process easier as it helps to select, prioritize, and
validate the processes and structure of the model. Thus, a well-defined purpose or a
problem statement gives a better understanding of a model.

2.8.2

Entities, state variables and scales

This element of ODD protocol creates a framework of the model by defining entities,
state variables and scales. Entities refer to agents of different types which interact
with each other within a fixed domain. The fixed domain is the environment where
agents perform its actions. The environment can either be local or global: local
environment affects a small group of agents at specific locations whereas global environment influences the characteristics of entire of agent population. An example
of global environment is weather variables such as temperature and humidity that
change with time (27). The environment represents a heterogeneous space and can
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be further classified into continuous and discrete space. The space is considered as
continuous if each point in space has different environment variables. On the other
hand, discrete spacing divides the environment into square grids or patches which
prevents the inclusion of unnecessary variables thereby optimizes the computational
performance of the model (27).
The variables that are governed by the properties and behaviors of agents are
called state variables. Examples of state variable defined by the properties of agents
are age, sex, type and memory. Similarly, searching behavior and learning algorithm
of agents are examples of state variables defined with respect to behavior of agents.
The state variable can be either static or dynamic in nature depending upon the type
agent it represents. The variable that remains static i.e. it doesn’t change with time
during the course of simulation are called static variables. For example, location of a
building within a city is an example of static state variable as it doesn’t change with
time. Dynamic variable, on the other hand, is constantly changing with time. The
position coordinates of flock of birds is an example of dynamic variable. A variable
such as distance between two agents which is calculated based on their location cannot
be considered as a state variable. In other words, state variable is independent of state
variables of other agents.
The scales for time and space of the model are defined within this protocol and
they are termed as temporal and spatial scales respectively. Temporal scale is a representation of time in a model whereas spatial scale represents variation of environment
in space. Temporal scale can be further classified into: temporal resolution and temporal extent. Temporal resolution represents discrete time steps in the form of a day,
week or year. It helps to aggregate up all the events that occur before predefined time
step. Temporal extent, on the flip side, represents the length of a simulation which
is determined based on outcome expected from the model. Temporal extent is based
on system level occurrences whereas temporal resolution is solely based on individual
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level phenomena (27). If a set of square grids or patches are used to represent the
spatial scale of model, it is essential to define the size of each grids. The spatial
effects between the grids are considered while spatial effect within each grid cell is
ignored. For example, in urban dynamics each square grid represents a household.
The activity inside each household is not taken under considered because it has no
effect on urban patterns (27).

2.8.3

Process overview and scheduling

There are many processes that occur within a model and are collectively responsible
for providing dynamics to the system. Therefore, processes occurring within a specific
model refers to behavior or dynamics of agents that change their state variables. They
are devised from an abstraction of real world processes to predict and analyze the
complex systems. The processes that drive the model are explicitly defined by knowing the list and the order of behaviors that agents execute as simulation progresses
and the changes it make to the environment (27). The order at which processes
are executed is called scheduling. Like processes, order of execution of processes i.e.
scheduling is also explicitly defined in the model. A clearly defined order provides a
concise outline to the model, and hence, better qualitative results (27).
Apart from formulating processes, it is also necessary to track, observe and record
the model’s entities and their behaviors. This type of process is termed as ’observer
process’ which shows the model’s status with the help of graphical displays and plots
for tracking and recording the data such as agent count at specific time in simulation
(27). This process helps a modeler to analyze the data extracted from the simulation
to identify the shortcomings and, hence, optimize the model.
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2.8.4

Design concepts

The design of Agent Based Models (ABMs) is based on an idea of ’conceptual framework’ (27). It introduces basic concepts in standardized way that are essential for
design of Agent Based Models (ABMs). Unlike the conceptual framework for Equation Based Modeling which characterizes the model’s entities based on set of differential equations such as ODEs and PDES, the conceptual framework for ABMs
characterizes the model by capturing important characteristics of ABMs. However,
models designed from conceptual framework of ABMs can produce varying outcomes
as opposed to EBM conceptual framework which always produces only one outcome
by solving set of differential equations. The basic concepts that describe the characteristics of ABMs are briefly described below:

a. Emergence
This is one of the fundamental concepts that make Agent Based Models (ABMs)
unique. It is obvious that, ABMs being complex systems, unpredictable and complex
behaviors are expected when agents interact with each other or with their environment. Therefore, the concept of emergence helps to analyze the characteristics of
agents that lead to emergent behavior. Besides, it also helps to distinguish emergent
behavior from imposed behavior. For the model to be emergent, it has to fulfill following qualitative criteria: the emergent outcome must be independent and different
from individual level properties (27).

b. Observation
Agent Based Model (ABM), being a dynamic system, produces different types of outcomes as a result of interaction between agents and their environment. The concept
of observation is important when developing any kind of ABMs because it helps to
analyze, interpret and validate the results obtained from the simulation, qualitatively
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as well as quantitatively (27). It allows a modeler to record, track and observe the
state variables of each agents and verify if the agents are executing behavioral rules
in correct order (27). Thus, it helps to make corrections to the behavioral rules of
agents if they are not behaving as intended. Graphical displays and plots are the
tools that are used in most of the ABMs to track, record, observe and analyze the
results obtained from the simulation.

c. Sensing
The behavior of an agent is dependent upon the information it senses from other
agents and its environment. The information, that an agent possesses, refers to the
assumptions that modelers make to represent the characteristics of agents such as
its state that determines if an agent is alive or dead. For example, in the Game of
Life, this piece of information determines the current state of an agent. The agent
with less than two live neighbors dies as a result of under population whereas an
agent with two or more live neighbors continues to be alive (30). Therefore, it is
essential to develop a technique to represent the way to sense information from other
model’s entities. First, it is necessary to determine the variables of other agents that
contain information to be sensed by an agent of interest for its state change. Next, a
mechanism, such as neighbor search algorithm, by which an agent of interest accesses
information from its neighbors.

d. Adaptive behavior and objectives
Adaptive Behavior refers to the decisions that an agent make for its state transition
in response to changes in the environment or within themselves to pursue some objectives. Agent decisions are governed by the set of rules or traits imposed on an agent
which when executed lead to specific behavior. Therefore, it is essential to formulate
the alternatives for decision making process and select one best alternative that ful-
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fills the objective of the model. The alternatives (agent decisions) are examined by
two basic concepts: adaptation and objectives (27). The adaptation concept helps
in determining the decisions that agents execute to adapt to a constantly changing
environment (27). The concept of objectives checks if the adaptive decisions made
by agents meet their goal.

e. Prediction
The concept of prediction is essential to model adaptive behavior of agents as it allows
a modeler to predict different outcomes as agents execute their adaptive traits in the
model. Prediction models are sub-models, not a part of Agent Based Models itself,
that simplifies the decision making process by testing different agent behaviors and
finding the best one that produces a desired outcome that meets the objective of
the model. There are two types of prediction for modeling agents’ adaptive behavior:
tacit and explicit prediction (27). Tacit predictions are implied and refer to the hidden
assumptions in the model. Explicit prediction, on the other hand, predicts the future
outcomes from previous experiences. Therefore, prediction models are essential in
modeling adaptive behavior of agents and, hence, well designed ABMs.

f. Interaction
Interaction refers to the way agents communicate with each other or with its environment with the motive of exchanging information, sharing, using and competing
for resources. The interaction between agents is affected by the state of an agent and
takes place in either local or global scale (27). The local level interaction takes place
between group of few agents at a specific location in the model whereas global interaction takes place at system level and affects all the agents present in the model. The
interaction can be of two types: direct and mediated interaction. Direct interaction
refers to the method of communication between agents as a result of physical contact
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between them. Mediated interaction, on the other hand, takes place when agents
interact with each other through some mediator, such as pheromones trails that an
ant senses in an ant colony.

g. Scheduling
ABMs have numerous processes that represent the behavior of agents. So, there is a
necessity to maintain a right order at which these processes are executed to obtain
outcomes that relates to real world systems. In a real world, these complex processes
occurs simultaneously and continuously. The concept of scheduling models time and
helps to simplify the model by representing these complex processes as discrete events
that occur in a particular order, thereby, reducing the complexity of models and their
outcomes (27).

h. Stochasticity
The concept of stochasticity represents the random processes, such as random motion
of agents, in a simulation model. These random processes produce different outcomes
every time the simulation model is executed because the random numbers generated
in each simulation is different from the previous one. The use of random number
generators, such as pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) (48), fulfills the need
of randomness in any simulation models.

i. Collectives
Collectives are the group of specific agents that organize themselves in the model that
affect individual agents as well the system (27). A tissue or an organ that perform a
specific function in a body of an organism is an example of collective formed by group
of specific cells. There are two ways to model collectives in ABMs. The first technique
is to model behaviors of agents that allow them to organize with other agents to form
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collectives. The next approach is to consider collectives as an independent agent by
defining its own state variables and behavioral rules explicitly. The state variables
are defined based on state variables of individual agents that constitute a collective
and behavioral rules for collectives are determined based on the way the individual
agents are added and removed from a collective (27).

2.8.5

Initialization

It is often difficult to test viability of the model without assigning initial values to the
state variables and global variables. State variables such as state of an agent which
determines if it is alive or dead can be initialized by assigning value "1" if it is alive
and value "0" if it is dead. In some ABMs, values of global variables affect the state
of agents. In Mushroom Hunt Model, maximum number of mushrooms each agent
can carry is an example of global variable. Additionally, the number of agents that
take part in the simulation is also an example of initial condition.

2.8.6

Input data and sub-models

The input data is different from initialized values of variables and it is often used to
input the values of environment variables such as temperature or market price that
change with time. The input data are read from a input file into a simulation model.
Each process within a system can be deemed as a sub-model. The sub-models are
independent of each other and can be designed and tested separately. They are listed
in scheduling and are arranged based on the order of the processes (27).
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Chapter 3
Flexible Large-scale Agent Modeling Environment
(FLAME) GPU

The conventional Agent Based Model (ABM) frameworks such as RePast (8), Swarm
(41) and NetLogo (45) are designed for single core CPU architectures. They are
based on the concept of serial programming which means that agents execute their
behavioral rules in serial manner i.e. one after another. While the computing power
of CPUs has grown exponentially in the recent past, integrated circuit manufacturing
techniques are scheduled to hit the physical limits of fabrication. Therefore, the
growth in computing power is expected to plateau out. Consequently, simulating
large scale ABMs (models with hundreds of millions of agents) with traditional ABM
frameworks, running on serial computing platforms, is not expected to address issues
of intractability.
An alternative way to address computational complexity is to use parallel computing architectures. However, parallel architectures require new algorithms. In the
last decade, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have essentially democratized high
performance computing. GPUs achieve high throughput by using several ’simple’
cores with a simplified memory architecture. As long as algorithms adhere to the
data-parallel computing model, GPUs deliver an order of magnitude advantage both
in computing power and memory bandwidth as shown in Figure 3.1 (49)).
In a sense, parallel computing is a natural way to compute ABMs since the real
life systems that they are used to represent are essentially parallel. Typically, the
executions of each agents’ processes are handled in parallel by different cores. Com-
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Figure 3.1: Memory bandwidth comparison CPU vs GPU
munication between agents is handled through shared memory that can be accessed
by all cores. In this way, entire population of agents execute their behavioral processes at once which produces better computational performance than the processes
that are executed serially.
An Agent Based Model framework called FLAME GPU, was developed at University of Sheffield by Dr. Paul Richmond to simulate large-scale ABMs in parallel
for modeling a wide range of complex adaptive systems such as cellular systems and
pedestrian crowds. FLAME GPU, is an extension to FLAME, a formal ABM specification schema, utilizes the parallel computing capability of Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs). It maps formal agent specifications to C based optimized CUDA code.
CUDA is the native programming language of GPUs by NVIDIA. It incorporates a
feature to define multiple agent types, communication between agents via message
boards and handles birth/death of agents. The advantages of using FLAME GPU
framework are: First, it allows a modeler to implement agent behavioral rules and
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simulate ABMs without explicit understanding of parallel computing or the CUDA
programming language. Second, it can simulate massive agent population with better
computational performance as opposed to CPU alternatives. Third, visualization is
easy to achieve since agent state variables are located in GPU memory and therefore,
they can be rendered directly without any computational overhead.

3.1

Overview of GPU architecture

Figure 3.2: CUDA capable GPU architecture

Figure 3.2 (50) shows the hardware architecture of CUDA capable GPUs. At
the lowest level, execution of a single thread is handled by a streaming processor
(SP). Several processors are grouped into a Streaming Multiprocessor (SM). All SPs
in a SM execute the same instruction in lockstep and share a instruction dispatch
hardware. All threads executing on a SM can communicate directly through on chip
user-controlled cache. Furthermore, threads across SMs can communicate through
global memory which is equivalent to random access memory on CPUs. In addition,
there are registers allocated to each thread that are used for storing local variables.
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The memory control architecture is simplified compared to CPUs by restricting the
ability to do recursive calls and code branching. On the flip side this allows a much
higher level of memory bandwidth. For example, the G80 model of NVIDIA GPU
has memory bandwidth of 86.4 GB/S.

3.2

Compute Unified Device Architecure (CUDA)

Figure 3.3: Basic units of CUDA
Programming in the GPUs made by NVIDIA is accomplished through a language
specification called Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). CUDA adapts
the concept of SIMT: Single Instruction, Multiple Threads (50). The basic execution
construct in CUDA is a kernel. Each thread executes the same kernel in parallel. At
the software level, threads are organized into thread blocks. Each thread block (TB)
is executed by a single SM with various threads in the thread block being handled by
different SPs in the SM. Threads in a TB can be indexed either in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D
depending on the type of data being processed. Typically, the number of threads in
a TB is much larger than the number of SMs. Threads in a TB are automatically
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scheduled for execution in blocks of thread warps. Similarly, the number of TBs is
much larger than the number of SMs and the GPU automatically schedules the execution of TB on different SMs. At the highest level of execution, TBs are arranged
in a grid layout. This layout can be 1-D,2-D, or 3-D to match the nature of the data
being processed (51). Figure 3.3 illustrates this hierarchy.

3.3

CUDA memory types

There are five different type of memory in CUDA and they are briefly described below
and illustrated in Figure 3.4 (51):

Figure 3.4: Memory types in CUDA

3.3.1

Global memory

It is a read and write memory which allows communication between threads located
executing on SP located on different SMs. This memory is slowest on the GPU and
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typically requires coalesced read or write to achieve full bandwidth. In recent generation of GPUs, global memory is associated with L1 cache and therefore, performance
of truely random access has increased substantially.

3.3.2

Shared memory

Shared memory is the user-controlled on chip-cache. All SPs in the SM have access to the same shared memory and therefore threads in a TB can communicate
through share memory. However, threads in two TBs scheduled to execute on the
same SM cannot communicate through shared memory becaused the share memory
is not persistant between the scheduled execution of different TBs.

3.3.3

Registers

Registers are the fastest memory available in the GPU. The threads in Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) are assigned a set of registers and they use registers to store data
that is local to the thread such as counters that will need to be accessed frequently.
The contents of registers cannot be shared directly by threads in TB.

3.3.4

Local Memory

Local memory stores the data overflow from registers. When a given thread has too
many local variables, some of the variables are physcially stored in global memory
through the local memory construct. Use of local memory can significantly affect
performance.

3.3.5

Constant and Texture memory

Constant and texture memory are designed for read only operations. They are
equipped with cache to speed up the data access for reading purpose. They are
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physcially located in global memory. Constant memory is used for storing variables
that do not change in value over the execution life of a kernel. Texture memory data
layout in a grid which can be 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D. Data in texture memory is parameterized and can be accessed even at locations inbetween grid points through suitable
interpolation functions.

3.4

Process flow in CUDA

CUDA is a heterogeneous architecture which supports execution of both serial and
parallel programs. The serial program generally executes the C code in the host
(CPU) (51) whereas parallel programs called the kernel functions are executed in the
device (GPU) (51). The execution of kernel function is done by threads present in
the thread blocks. However, kernel function can only be invoked in a serial C code.
The number of threads and thread blocks executing a kernel function is explicitly
defined in serial C code when kernel function is called. The process flow in CUDA is
illustrated by Figure 3.5 (52) and briefly described below:

Step 1: Transfer of data to device
Even before the data is copied from host (CPU) to device (GPU), it is essential to
allocate memory for variables in both CPU and GPU. The memory is allocated in
host using dynamic memory allocation function (malloc()) which is defined within
C standard library. The memory allocation in GPU is done using CUDA API functions (49) (cudaMalloc()). After the allocation of memory is done in both CPU
and GPU, the variables are transferred from host to device using CUDA API function, cudaMemCpy(), for parallel execution as shown by ’1’ in Figure 3.5. However,
cudaMemcpyHostToDevice has to be specified within cudaMemcpy function which
implies that data is being copied from host to device.
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Figure 3.5: Process flow in CUDA
Step 2: Instruct the processing
In this step, a call to the kernel function is done from the host (CPU) for its parallel
execution on the device (GPU). An execution configuration has to be specified in order
to execute the kernel function. The execution configuration specifies the dimensions
and layout of the TB grid, and the the dimensions and layout of the threads in the
TB. Furthermore, function variables including pointers to data in global memory can
be passed.

Step 3: Execute parallel processing
After the kernel function is invoked in step 2, it assigns a group of threads in a thread
blocks with individual data variables to execute them in parallel. The kernel function
has _global_ specifier before its name and has a void return type. The index for each
thread is assigned within a kernel function by a inbuilt variable called "threadIdx"
based on size of a thread block. An example of kernel function for a simple vector
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addition is shown in Figure 3.6 (49).

Figure 3.6: An example of kernel function

Step 4: Transfer of results to host
At the end of the execution of the kernel, data may be transfered back to the host
for further analysis of results. Typically, this step (and also step 1) is executed only
when absolutely necessary, for example, for archiving the results on a hardrive for
check pointing. CUDA API function, cudaMemcpy(), copies the data from device
(GPU) to host (CPU). However, cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost must be defined within
cudaMemcpy function.

3.5

High level overview of FLAME GPU

FLAME GPU is a template based framework which maps the formal definition of
agents to the simulation code (10). It is governed by X-machine Mark-up Language
(XMML) with a set of XML schemas to verify the syntax of XMML model files. A
typical XMML model file consists of definition of agents including transition functions,
message types and layers which handle the order in which the simulation model is
executed. Agents are defined based on the concept of X-Machine (53; 54), which is an
extension of Finite State Machines (FSM) with internal memory. X-Machine agents
are capable of communicating with other agents by iterating through message list from
a message board. Transition functions, specified within agent definition, handles the
state change of agents based on state transition rules. After the transition functions
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causes the state change of agents, they update their internal memory which can be
either used as an input to iterate through the message list, or as an output which is
passed as a message for other agents to read.

Figure 3.7: FLAME GPU process flow
Figure 3.7 (55) shows the process flow for the generation of compilable FLAME
GPU simulation code. As shown in Figure 3.7, XMML model file along with Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) templates is processed through
XSLT processor to generate a compilable simulation code along with agent data
structures, agent and message API functions (56). Two XMML schemas are used to
validate the syntax of XMML model file: XMML Base Schema verifies the syntax of
base XMML model file whereas GPU XMML Schema includes any additional GPU
specific model parameters (56). The simulation model can be run in either visualization or console mode. The visualization mode allows a user to view the simulation
in real time while the console mode allows a user to generate XML output files for
predefined number of iterations.
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3.6

Agent model specification in FLAME GPU

A skeletal layout of agent definition in XMML model file is shown in Figure 3.8
(55). X-machine agents are defined within single element of xagents. A gpu:xagent
element contains name of an agent, its optional description, internal memory variables
of agents, set of agent transition functions, set of states, type and the buffer size as
shown in Figure 3.8.
<x a g e n t s>
<g p u : x a g e n t>
<name>AgentName</name>
<d e s c r i p t i o n>o p t i o n a l d e s c r i p t i o n o f t h e a g e n t</
d e s c r i p t i o n>
<memory> . . . </memory>
<f u n c t i o n s> . . . </ f u n c t i o n s>
<s t a t e s> . . . </ s t a t e s>
<g p u : t y p e>c o n t i n u o u s</ g p u : t y p e>
<g p u : b u f f e r S i z e>1024</ g p u : b u f f e r S i z e>
</ g p u : x a g e n t>
<g p u : x a g e n t> . . . </ g p u : x a g e n t>
</ x a g e n t s>

Figure 3.8: Skeletal layout of agent definition in XMML model file.
The type refers to the way the agents are represented in spatial domain of the
simulation model and are of two types: continuous and discrete. Discrete agents are
represented as grids and can only move from one grid to the another as in Cellular
Automata. Continuous agents, on the other hand, are allowed to move freely in continuous space. As the memory has be predefined in the GPUs, bufferSize determines
the maximum number of specific agent types that take part in the simulation.

3.6.1

Agent memory

An agent memory consists of state variables of each agent which helps to store the
information carried by it such as its position coordinates in x, y and z direction.
Each agent variable consist of type (int, float or double) along with a unique
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name of agents. The available versions of FLAME GPU is capable of storing single
memory variables only and the default values of these variables are always ’0’ unless
any specific values are assigned to it in initial XML input file. Figure 3.9 (55) shows
an example of agent memory defined for its position coordinates.
<memory>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<type>i n t</ type>
<name>i d</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<type> f l o a t</ type>
<name>x</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<type> f l o a t</ type>
<name>y</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<type> f l o a t</ type>
<name>z</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
</memory>

Figure 3.9: An example of definition for agent memory variables

3.6.2

Agent functions

Agent functions contain the definition of all the transition functions which handle
the state change of agents. They are defined within functions element and it must
include at least one agent transition function. An example of agent function definition
is shown in Figure 3.10 (55).
As shown in the Figure 3.10, it consists of non optional and unique function name,
an optional description of transition function, current state of agents, next state that
agents attain, an optional single message inputs, an optional single message outputs,
an optional agent outputs, an optional global conditions, an optional condition, a
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<f u n c t i o n s>
<g p u : f u n c t i o n>
<name>func_name</name>
<d e s c r i p t i o n>f u n c t i o n d e s c r i p t i o n</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<c u r r e n t S t a t e> a l i v e</ c u r r e n t S t a t e>
<n e x t S t a t e>dead</ n e x t S t a t e>
<i n p u t s> . . . </ i n p u t s>
<o u t p u t s> . . . </ o u t p u t s>
<xagentOutputs></ xagentOutputs>
<g p u : g l o b a l C o n d i t i o n> . . . </ g p u : g l o b a l C o n d i t i o n>
<c o n d i t i o n> . . . </ c o n d i t i o n>
<g p u : r e a l l o c a t e>t r u e</ g p u : r e a l l o c a t e>
<gpu:RNG>t r u e</gpu:RNG>
</ g p u : f u n c t i o n>
</ f u n c t i o n s>

Figure 3.10: An example of agent function definition
boolean (true or false) for reallocation and random number generation (55).The current state of agents defined within currentState acts as a filter and applies agent
transition function to agents possessing the current state. The next state defined in
nextState element is the state that an agent will after its state transition. The list
of states that an agent attains is defined in states element. The gpu:reallocate
element decides whether to keep or remove the agents from the simulation in the case
of death of agents. The gpu:reallocate element can be either true or false: if it
is defined as true, then the dead agents are removed from the simulation whereas
if defined false, agents continue to be in a simulation model even if they are dead.
The element gpu:RNG when initialized as true passes an array to agent transition
function to generate random numbers in a simulation model.

1. Agent function message inputs and outputs
The element inputs in an agent function indicates that an agent function will iterate
through message list located in global memory of the GPUs. It consists of non optional
message name defined within messageName element and message name must be same
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as the name defined within messages element in XMML model file.
<i n p u t s>
<g p u : i n p u t>
<messageName>message_name</messageName>
</ g p u : i n p u t>
</ i n p u t s>
<o u t p u t s>
<g p u : o u t p u t>
<messageName>message_name</messageName>
<g p u : t y p e>s i n g l e _ m e s s a g e</ g p u : t y p e>
</ g p u : o u t p u t>
</ o u t p u t s>

Figure 3.11: An example of agent function inputs and outputs
The element outputs in an agent function is responsible for writing of messages
from agents to a message board for reading by other agents. It consists of element
messageName and type. The name in messageName must be exact to name of message defined in messages element. The type element can be either single_message
or optional_message: single_message indicates that the agents executing agent
transition function output only one message at a time whereas optional_message
either outputs a single message or no message. If agent fails to output a message,
the value of message variable is set to ’0’ by default. An example of agent function
message inputs and outputs is show in Figure 3.11 (55).

2. Agent function X-agent outputs
The element xagentOutputs handles the birth of an agent. It consists of sub-element
gpu:xagentOutput within which xagentName and state are defined. The name of an
agent which is to be reproduced or added is specified within xagentName and its state
is defined in state element which corresponds to the state of newly added agents.
An example of agent function for xagent outputs in shown Figure 3.12.
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<xagentOutputs>
<gpu:xagentOutput>
<xagentName>agent_name</ xagentName>
<s t a t e> a l i v e</ s t a t e>
</ gpu:xagentOutput>
</ xagentOutputs>

Figure 3.12: An example of agent function inputs and outputs
3. Global function conditions
<g p u : g l o b a l C o n d i t i o n>
<l h s>
<a g e n t V a r i a b l e>movement</ a g e n t V a r i a b l e>
</ l h s>
<o p e r a t o r>&l t ;</ o p e r a t o r>
<r h s>
<v a l u e>0 . 2 5</ v a l u e>
</ r h s>
<g p u : m a x I t t e r a t i o n s>200</ g p u : m a x I t t e r a t i o n s>
<gpu:mustEvaluateTo>t r u e</ gpu:mustEvaluateTo>
</ g p u : g l o b a l C o n d i t i o n>

Figure 3.13: An example of global function condition

A global function condition, defined within gpu:globalCondition element, acts
as a switch to identify whether the agent transition function is applied to all or
none of the agents. It consists of logical statements which are formulated using
sub-elements: lhs, operator and rhs. The agent variable that need to tested are
kept in lhs element. The rhs contains reference values or variables against which
agent variables are tested. The operator element acts as a medium to compare lhs
and rhs element. It also consists of maxItterations and mustEvaluateTo element.
The element maxItterations allows to define maximum number of iterations to
execute agent functions without being affected by global function condition. The
mustEvaluateTo element drives the global function condition and its value is set to
either true or false. If the value is set to true, global function condition is applied
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to all the agents whereas false value will not apply global function condition to any
of the agents. An example of global function condition is shown in Figure 3.13 (55).

4. Function conditions
<c o n d i t i o n>
<l h s>
<a g e n t V a r i a b l e>variable_name</ a g e n t V a r i a b l e>
</ l h s>
<o p e r a t o r>&l t ;</ o p e r a t o r>
<r h s>
<c o n d i t i o n>
<l h s>
<a g e n t V a r i a b l e>variable_name2</ a g e n t V a r i a b l e>
</ l h s>
<o p e r a t o r>+</ o p e r a t o r>
<r h s>
<v a l u e>1</ v a l u e>
</ r h s>
</ c o n d i t i o n>
</ r h s>
</ c o n d i t i o n>

Figure 3.14: An example of function condition with recursive condition element

The function condition is similar to global function condition but only difference
between them is function condition is applied to agents that satisfy conditions applied
to it. Like global function condition, it also consists of logical statements which
are formulated by three sub-elements: left hand side state (lhs), right hand side
statement (rhs) and an operator. The agent variables, constant values and recursive
conditions are defined by agentVariable, value and condition element inside lhs
or rhs element. Agent variables must be derived from the list of variables defined in
memory element. An example of function condition with recursive condition element
defined inside rhs element is shown in Figure 3.14 (55).
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3.6.3

Agent states

Agent state lists all the state transitions that an agent makes during the course of the
simulation. It is defined within states element in XMML model file with a unique
and non optional name. Besides, initial state of an agent also needs to be defined
which corresponds to its state during the start of the simulation. It is defined within
initialState of states element. Figure 3.15 (55) is an example of listing of agent
states (dead or alive).
<s t a t e s>
<g p u : s t a t e>
<name> a l i v e</name>
</ g p u : s t a t e>
<g p u : s t a t e>
<name>dead</name>
</ g p u : s t a t e>
< i n i t i a l S t a t e> a l i v e</ i n i t i a l S t a t e>
</ s t a t e s>

Figure 3.15: An example of listing of agent states

3.6.4

Agent messages

Messages act as a bridge of communication between agents which allows agents to
interact with each other. The agent variables which influence agents for its state
change are passed as messages variables and are stored in memory board located in
global memory of GPU which are accessible by all the agents. A skeletal framework
for defining agent messages is shown in Figure 3.16 (55).
As shown in the Figure 3.16, it consists of unique and non optional name along with
optional description of the message, a list of message variables (variables), partitioning type (partitioningType) and buffer size (bufferSize). The partitioning of
message variables are of three types: non partitioned (partitioningNone), discretely
partitioned (partitioningDiscrete) and spatially partitioned (partitioningSpatial)
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<messages>
<gpu :m ess ag e>
<name>message_name</name>
<d e s c r i p t i o n>o p t i o n a l _ d e s c r i p t i o n</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<v a r i a b l e s> . . . </ v a r i a b l e s>
. . . <p a r t i t i o n i n g T y p e /> . . .
// r e p l a c e with a
p a r t i t i o n i n g type
<g p u : b u f f e r S i z e>1024</ g p u : b u f f e r S i z e>
</ gp u: mes sa ge>
<gpu :m ess ag e> . . . </ g pu: me ssa ge>
</ messages>

Figure 3.16: A skeletal framework for agent messages
(55). These partitioning techniques ensure that message variables are made available
to agents accessing message variables in an optimal way. The bufferSize element
determines the maximum number of messages that exist in a simulation model.
1. Message variables
Message variables contain vital information to allow communication between agents.
The agent variables that influence the state change of other agents are defined as
message variables. They are defined in variables inside messages element and are
specified in a similar way as agent variables as shown in Figure 3.9.The only difference
between agent and message variable is the need of certain variable name and type
for specific message partitioning technique. For instance, discrete partitioning type
requires position coordinates in x and y direction of type int. While, spatial partitioning needs three variables of type float in x, y and z direction. Non partitioned
technique, on the other hand, has no limitation on type of message variables.
2. Non partitioned messages
Non partitioned messages require brute force search algorithm (57) which allows an
agent to iterate through all the message lists. It has an order of O(n2 ) and it is computationally expensive when the message list is very large. However, this technique is
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efficient compared to spatial partitioned technique for small number of messages since
it requires less overhead or setup (55) . It is defined as <gpu:partitioningNone\>
inside gpu:message element in XMML model file.
3. Discrete partitioned messages
It is specifically used for non mobile discrete agents (Cellular Automata) as a medium
of communication between other discrete agents (55). An example to define discrete
partitioned messaging is shown in Figure 3.17 (55).
<g p u : p a r t i t i o n i n g D i s c r e t e>
<g p u : r a d i u s>1</ g p u : r a d i u s>
</ g p u : p a r t i t i o n i n g D i s c r e t e>

Figure 3.17: An example of definition of discrete message partitioning
The gpu:radius element consists of constant value for the range of message iteration. When value of radius is defined as ’0’, the message iteration function returns
a single message. However, when radius value is greater than ’0’, message iteration
function seeks for messages in discrete neighboring grids in both x and y direction
which are at a distance equal to radius. For example, if the value of radius is ’1’,
the message iteration function will iterate through 9 messages (55) in 2-D space. Furthermore, message iteration function for discrete partitioning demands two message
variables (x, y) of type int as input arguments.
4. Spatially partitioned messages
The spatially partitioned messaging technique is especially designed to gather messages from continuously spaced agents in a simulation model. This method is based
on the concept of particle systems (58) which divides the simulation into uniformly
sized grids. It is particularly efficient compared to non partitioned messages when
number of messages is very large because this method iterates through the messages
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located in nearest neighboring grids rather than iterating through entire message list.
It bins the agents messages belonging to same grid based on the grid index and sorts
the messages by fast radix sort algorithm. A scatter kernel is used to find first and
last index of agent messages (Figure 3.18) in sorted list to iterate through 9 messages
(2D) or 27 messages (3D). An agent message within predefined radius of influence is
considered for communication.

Figure 3.18: A schematic representation of 2D spatial partition technique

It consists of two sub-elements: a radius which determines the range of message
iterations and a set of minimum and maximum bounds which represents the size of
simulation domain within which agent messages exist. If agent messages lie outside
the environment bounds, then they are bounded to nearest possible location in simulation domain (55). The message iteration function for this method required three
agent variables (x, y, z) of type float. An example for defining 3D spatial partitioned
messaging technique is shown in Figure 3.19 (55).

3.6.5

Function layers

Function layer handles the order in which the agent functions are executed in the
simulation. The agent functions defined within function layers are executed for each
iteration when the simulation is run for predefined number of iterations. An example
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<g p u : p a r t i t i o n i n g S p a t i a l>
<g p u : r a d i u s>1</ g p u : r a d i u s>
<gpu:xmin>0</ gpu:xmin>
<gpu:xmax>10</ gpu:xmax>
<gpu:ymin>0</ gpu:ymin>
<gpu:ymax>10</ gpu:ymax>
<gpu:zmin>0</ gpu:zmin>
<gpu:zmax>10</ gpu:zmax>
</ g p u : p a r t i t i o n i n g S p a t i a l>

Figure 3.19: An example of definition of spatial message partitioning
for definition of function layers is shown in Figure 3.20(55).
<l a y e r s>
<l a y e r>
<g p u : l a y e r F u n c t i o n>
<name>f u n c t i o n 1</name>
</ g p u : l a y e r F u n c t i o n>
<g p u : l a y e r F u n c t i o n>
<name>f u n c t i o n 2</name>
</ g p u : l a y e r F u n c t i o n>
</ l a y e r>
<l a y e r>
<g p u : l a y e r F u n c t i o n>
<name>f u n c t i o n 3</name>
</ g p u : l a y e r F u n c t i o n>
</ l a y e r>
</ l a y e r s>

Figure 3.20: An example of definition of spatial message partitioning
As shown in the figure 3.20, it consists of layers element within which multiple
layer sub-element may be defined. The layer can include multiple gpu:layerFunction
element within which agent function name is defined. The agent functions which are
independent of each other must to defined within a same layer whereas agent functions which share messages with each other are defined in a different layer. In the
example shown above, function1 and function2 are defined within a same layer
which shows that they are independent of each other.
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3.6.6

Initial XML agent data

It consists of numerical values of agent variables that are passed as input before that
start of the simulation. Agents’ information are initialized within states element
along with an iteration number (itno) set to ’0’ which is updated at every time step.
<s t a t e s>
<i t n o>0</ i t n o>
<xagent>
<name>AgentName</name>
<i d>1</ i d>
<x>2 1 . 0 8 8</x>
<y>1 2 . 8 3 4</y>
<z>5 . 3 6 7</ z>
</ xagent>
<xagent> . . . </ xagent>
</ s t a t e s>

Figure 3.21: Initialization of agent variables for a single agent
The xagent element inside states element contains name and initial values for
agent variables. The name of an agent and type of value assigned to it must be
exactly same as defined in XMML model file. Figure 3.21 (55) shows an example of
values assigned to each agent variables for a single agent.

3.6.7

Agent function scripting in FLAME GPU

Agent function script in FLAME GPU uses C based syntax to translate theoretical
behavioral rules of agents into a computer code. In FLAME GPU, the change in
behaviors of agents are governed by change in internal memory of agents when it
iterates through messages of neighboring agents in a message iteration function. The
creation of new messages as well as new agents also influence behavior of agents. The
agent behavioral rule is defined for an individual agent in a specific state and it is
assigned to all the agents in same state to run in parallel.
The data structures associated with agents and messages are dynamically created
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__FLAME_GPU_FUNC__ i n t p o s i t i o n _ u p d a t e
( xmachine_memory_myAgent∗ xmemory ,
xmachine_message_location_list ∗ location_messages )
{
i n t count ;
f l o a t avg_x , avg_y , avg_z ,
/∗ Get t h e f i r s t l o c a t i o n messages ∗/
xmachine_message_location ∗ message ;
message = g e t _ f i r s t _ l o c a t i o n _ m e s s a g e ( l o c a t i o n _ m e s s a g e s ) ;
/∗ Loop through t h e messages ∗/
w h i l e ( message )
{
i f ( ( message−>i d != xmemory−>i d ) )
{
avg_x += message−>x ;
avg_y += message−>y ;
avg_z += message−>z ;
count++;
}
/∗ Move onto next l o c a t i o n message ∗/
message = get_next_location_message ( message ,
location_messages ) ;
}
i f ( count )
{
avg_x /= count ;
avg_y /= count ;
avg_z /= count ;
}
xmemory−>x += avg_x ;
xmemory−>y += avg_y ;
xmemory−>z += avg_z ;
return 0;
}

Figure 3.22: Agent function script using non partitioned messaging to find average
position of agents
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and are defined in header file "header.h". The agents variables are defined in a
structure named xmachine_memory_agent_name where agent_name refers to name
of an agent defined in XMML model definition (55). Likewise, message variables
are included within xmachine_message_message_name structure. The header file
"header.h" also contains structure of arrays that store agent and message list. Agent
lists are created under the name of xmachine_memory_agent_name_list and message
list are created with xmachine_message_message_name_list structure (55). These
data structures are passed as arguments to agent functions and simulation API functions. The simulation API function could be message iteration function, message or
agent addition function.
All the agent function declarations have a prefix __FLAME_GPU_FUNC__ followed by
agent function name and a set of function arguments defined within a parenthesis. The
function name must be exactly same as defined in XMML model file. Additionally, the
function arguments may consist of pointers which provide an access to agents, agents
list or messaging list data structures and depends upon agent function definition
in XMML model file. The function argument may also contain RNG pointer which
generate random numbers in the simulation if gpu:RNG element is defined as true in
XMML model file.
The body of an agent function consists of C based script that describes the rules
of behavior for agents. Since the behavior of an agent is influenced by its neighboring agents, it also has a simulation API function for message iteration which
allows an agent to access message variables of neighbors. The process for accessing message variables has three basic steps: First, a pointer is defined within agent
function which provides an access to data structure containing message variables.
Second, array containing first group of messages are loaded into shared memory
by get_first_message_name_message (arguments,...) API function. Finally, a
simulation API function get_next_message_name_message (arguments,...), which
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reads messages in shared memory sequentially, is called inside a while loop until first
group of messages present in shared memory is exhausted. After the first group
of message list is exhausted, get_next_message_name_message function loads next
group of messages into shared memory.
An example of agent function script using non partitioned messaging to find the average position of the agents is shown in Figure 3.22 (55). As shown in the figure above,
the agent function name is position_update with two function arguments: a xmemory
pointer which has an access agent data variables within xmachine_memory_myAgent
structure and location_messages pointer which accesses message list present in
xmachine_message_location_list structure. In the example illustrated above, the
body of an agent function contains a C based script to calculate the average location of an agent based on position coordinates of its neighboring agents. It has
a pointer messages which accesses to message variables i.e. position coordinates
of neighboring agents. This pointer is then assigned to simulation API function,
get_first_location_message(location_messages), which takes a pointer to a
message list as a function argument. This API function loads the first group of location messages into shared memory and these messages are read sequentially inside a
while loop by get_next_location_messages(message, location_messages) assigned to message pointer, with two function arguments. Three variables avg_x,
avg_y and avg_z of type float is defined in the beginning of agent function script to
store the average value of position coordinates in x, y and z direction. The average
values for position coordinates are calculated by summing the message variables having position coordinates inside a while loop which is then divided by total count of
neighboring agents. Finally, calculated average values are assigned to agent variables
which updates the internal memory of agents.
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3.6.8

FLAME GPU simulation templates

FLAME GPU consists of number of simulation templates that generate dynamic
simulation code. These templates are defined based on Extensible Stylesheet Transformations (XSLT) (55) and are of following types:

1. header.xslt
This template generates a header file "header.h" which contains agent and message
data structures as well as agent and simulation function prototypes.

2. main.xslt
It generates a source file named "main.cu" which contains an entry point for execution
of simulation. It also handles command line arguments, such as input XML file name
and number of iterations.

3. io.xslt
It generates a source file, "io.cu", which handles the reading of agent data variables
from input XML file as well as write updated agent data variables into an output
XML file.

4. simulation.xslt
It creates a source file "simulation.cu" for host (CPU) that is responsible for transferring agent data to and from device (GPU). It also includes calls to CUDA kernel
functions that execute agent functions.

5. FLAMEGPU_kernels.xslt
It creates a CUDA header file "FLAMEGPU_kernels.cu" that contains CUDA kernel
functions such as partitioning function which allocates each agent to its respective
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grid.

6. visualization.xslt
It creates an OPEN GL source file "visualization.cu" accompanied by header file
"visualization.h" which allows the basic of representation of agents by spheres
in 3D space. The header file contains parameters, such as size of spheres, which
are passed to OPEN GL source file ("visualization.cu") and they are defined
manually.
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Chapter 4
Immune System

Immune system is a biological defense system in living organism that protects them
from invasion of external pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, and fungi and keeps
functional tissues healthy. All forms of living organisms are equipped with immune
system and they could be primitive (immune system of single celled bacteria) or
complex (immune system of human beings). It must possess an ability to evolve and
adapt since the pathogens are increasingly evolving to avoid detection by the immune
system.
The immune system protects the living organisms from infection using a layered
defense mechanism. The first layer of this defense mechanism is a physical or external
barriers ,such as skin, which prevents the entry of bacteria and viruses into the body. If
it fails to prevent the entry of pathogens, the first line defense mechanism called innate
immune system (59) acts upon these external pathogens in response to distressed
signals from infected cells (1) and kills them (the cells) upon contact. It is non-specific
and acts upon pathogens in a generic way (60). If the innate immune system fails to
eliminate the pathogens completely, the second line of defense called adaptive immune
system (60) is activated by innate immune system. The adaptive immune system is
antigen specific and act upon pathogens that matches its specificity. Moreover, it
evolves as it eliminates the pathogens and develops an immunological memory so
that the immune response is faster and stronger when immune system is invaded by
same pathogen (3) once again. The detail description of innate and adaptive immune
system is described in the section below.
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4.1

Innate immune system

The innate immune system is the first line defense (59) of the immune system against
invasion by foreign entities. They are non- specific and act upon different invaders in
a generic way. Besides, it is incapable of providing long lasting protection to the host
as they lack immunological memory (60). The essential functions of innate immune
system are: activate adaptive immune system by presenting antigens to adaptive
immune cells, create a barrier (physical and chemical) to harmful pathogens, identify
and remove pathogens from tissues, organs and blood by white blood cells, promote
complement system (61) for removal of dead cells and respond to distressed signals
from infected cells by recruiting innate immune cells. The components of innate
immune system (Figure 4.1 (62)) is categorized based on its functionality and they
are:

Figure 4.1: Components of innate immune system
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4.1.1

Anatomical barrier

Epithelial tissues of skin, respiratory tract and gastrointestinal tract are the examples
of anatomical barriers which prevents the penetration of foreign microbes by forming
physical or chemical barriers. Integrity of cells in epithelial tissue form a physical
barrier which serves as first line of defense to prevent the entry of pathogens (60).
They also secrete anti-microbial chemicals that suppress the growth of microbes (62).
Furthermore, respiratory and gastrointestinal tract also create a physical barrier by
trapping pathogens in mucus produced by them (63). The elimination of microbes by
stomach acids and digestive enzymes in a stomach is an example of chemical barrier
created by gastrointestinal tract (62).

4.1.2

Complement system

Complement system, a part of innate immune system, is composed of more than
twenty sets of protein molecules in the blood stream in an inactive state (61). They
are activated when they encounter a site of infection where they attack the surface
of pathogen. This leads to series of events that eliminate microbes, and therefore,
infection. Upon activation, complement proteins may bind to antibodies that adhere to surface of microbes and form a biochemical cascade (64) to activate other
complement proteins. The cascade produces peptides that attract immune cells to
kill microbes (65). Besides, the proteins may also be bound to carbohydrates on the
surface where it forms a layer of complements which disrupt the plasma membrane
of microbes, thereby, killing it (66).

4.1.3

Innate immune cells

Innate immune cells are White Blood Cells (WBCs) that form a second line defense of
innate immune system (60). They are independent, not the part of any specific tissues
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or organs, which function as single cell organisms capable of moving freely, identifying
and eliminating foreign particles and harmful micro-organisms. They are product of
stem cells present in bone marrow (60). They eliminate pathogens by direct contact
or by engulfing them (61). Innate immune cells also act as a mediator to activate
adaptive immune system (67). They can be classified based on their functionality
and they are:
1. Phagocytes
Phagocytes are one of the group of innate immune cells that remove foreign particles,
bacteria, dead or dying cells that are at the end of their life cycle (68). There are
about six million phagocytes in one liter of human blood (69). The name phagocyte is
derived from the Greek word, phagein and cyte which means "eater cells" (70). They
simply ingest the microbes and neutralize them by a process called "Phagocytosis"
(Figure 4.2) (71; 72).

Figure 4.2: Phagocytosis by a Macrophage
In the process of phagocyotsis, the phagocytes extend the portion of their plasma
membrane to engulf the microbes until they are completely enclose inside their mem-
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brane (61). They produce digestive enzymes to kill microbes followed by respiratory
burst with a release of free radicals (73; 74). Phagocytes are either "professional"
or "non-professional" based on effectiveness of phagocytosis they perform (71). The
professional phagocytes have receptors on their surface that is capable of identifying
micro-organisms that are not the part of the body (71). Besides, they also possess a
capability to follow distressed signals produced by infected cells by a process called
chemotaxis. After the completion of phagocytosis, the cells such as macrophages and
dendritic cells extract the antigen from microbes and present it to adaptive immune
cells. On the other hand, non-professional phagocytes are responsible for scavenging
dead cells and create suitable conditions for regeneration of healthy cells (75). The
different type of phagocytes are described below:

a. Macrophages
The name Macrophage (MΦ) comes from the Greek word makros and phagein which
means big eaters (70). A typical size of a macrophage found in human body is 21 µm
(76) with an average life span ranging from 4 to 15 days (71).
They are usually found residing in the tissues where they are activated when they
sense the presence of foreign particles (77). They ingest and neutralize foreign particles, bacteria and cancer cells by phagocytosis. There are two types of macrophages:
M1s that promote inflammation which is result of response to infection or injury
and M2s that reduce inflammation (anti-inflammatory) and promote the repair of
damaged tissues by scavenging the dead or dying cells (78).
Apart from inflammatory and anti-inflammatory response, they play an important
role in activation of adaptive immune cells. After the microbe is neutralized by
digestive enzymes in phagocytosis, they extract an antigen from it and attach it
to a MHC (Major Histocompatibilty Complex) class II molecule (61), located on
its surface, so that other white blood cells can distinguish them from pathogens.
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They present an antigen to helper T cell for killing of pathogens with same antigen
specificity (61).

b. Neutrophils
Neutrophils are the type of White Blood Cells (WBCs) that constitutes majority of
innate immune cells (50% to 60% of WBCs) (79). The number of neutrophils present
in one liter of human blood is approximately five billion (69). It has an average size
of 10µm in diameter (80) with average life span of 5 days (81). The neutrophils
circulating in the blood stream are activated by danger signals and enter the site of
infection from blood stream where they kill microbes and infected cells coated with
antigen and complement proteins, thereby, causing inflammation (81). After the kill,
neutrophils die and are released as pus (81).

c. Dendritic Cells
Unlike the macrophages which kills and scavenge infected cells and microbes, dendritic
cells plays an important role in tissue surveillance to monitor the well being of cells
in tissues. They are usually present in tissues that are in contact with external
environment such as skin as well as in the stomach, lungs and inner portion of nose
(69).
Dendritic cells are equipped with a special protrusion called dendrites (82) to
engulf microbes and perform antigen presentation for activation of T cells and B cells
(83; 81). After they gather antigen from pathogens, they are activated and travel to
lymphoid tissues to initiate adaptive immune response by presenting antigen to T and
B cells (84). The presentation of antigen activates T cells which later differentiate to
helper T cells and killer T cells to kill pathogens that matches its antigen specificity
(85). The helper T cells prepare B cells to produce antibodies specific to antigen
presented.
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2. Mast cells
Mast cells are another group of White Blood Cells (WBCs) derived from myeloid
stem cell that trigger an immune response (inflammatory) leading to allergies (86)
(79). They are similar to basophils in terms of outlook and their functions and differ
from basophils by their location of residence. Mast cells usually are found in tissues
(eg: mucosal tissues) whereas basophils are present in blood stream (87).

3. Basophils and Eosinophils
Basophils and Eosinophils, often termed as Basophil granulocytes and Eosinophil
granulocytes, are innate immune cells that kill parasites by releasing poisonous toxins.
Basophils are activated when they confront pathogens and release a chemical called
histamine (61) to eliminate them. The killing of parasites by such chemical lead to
hypersensitivity and allergic reactions such as asthma (79). Like basophils, eosinophils
also release toxins and free radicals upon activation by parasites and bacteria, thereby,
killing them instantly. However, these toxins also causes the destruction of healthy
cells causing tissue damage which ultimately leads to allergic reactions (79).

4. Natural Killers
Natural killers (NKs) are the group of innate immune cells that kill the cells infected
by viruses in response to danger signals emitted by infected cells. They mature and
proliferate in bone marrow, spleen, lymph nodes and thymus and enter the blood
stream for circulation (88). Unlike the other immune cells which require detection
of antigen attached to the surface of infected cells, natural killers possess an ability
to identify infected cells without the presence of antibodies and antigens (61). This
feature of NKs produces faster immune response as they can detect harmful cells
without an antigen on its surface which cannot be identified by other immune cells(89).
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4.2

Adaptive immune system

Adaptive immune system consists of highly specialized antigen specific cells that
eliminate pathogens matching their antigen specificity and develop an immunological memory to provide an effective protection to the body for long period of time
when infested by the same group of pathogens. For example, a patient who has recovered from measles will be immune to it in the future. It is also referred to as
acquired immunity since it is developed during the life time due to the production of
antibodies when exposed to an antigen (90).

Figure 4.3: Components of adaptive immune system
The adaptive immune system consists of group of White Blood Cells (WBCs)
called lymphocytes (B cells and T cells) and is driven by two kinds of responses:
antibody and cell mediated response. The antibody response is triggered by activation of B cells producing antibodies. Antibodies are made up of proteins called
immunoglobulins that bind to an antigen, thereby, inactivating it to prevent infection
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of host cells (60). Cell mediated response, on the other hand, is driven by activation
of T cells which seeks for antigen bound cells and pathogens and kill them upon contact. The components of adaptive immune system is shown in Figure 4.3 (62) and
are described in the section below:

4.2.1

T Lymphocytes (T cell)

Figure 4.4: The process involving T cell activation
T cells are the group of lymphocytes that drive cell mediated response of adaptive
immune system to kill stressed cells or parasites matching its antigen specificity (91)
as well as help B cells for their activation (91). They are produced in thymus where
they mature and then enter the blood stream for circulation (60). They are equipped
with T Cell Receptor (TCR) on their surface to detect antigen present on MHC class
II molecule of dendritic cells and B cells (92).
T cells are in naive state during the start of their life cycle. They circulate in the
blood stream after they leave the thymus. When they detect and make contact with
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MHC class II molecules containing an antigen on the surface of B cells or dendritic
cells, they get activated and start releasing chemicals called cytokines (93). After its
activation, they may transition into helper, killer or memory cells as shown in Figure
4.4(93).

a. Helper T Cell
The primary function of helper T cell is to manage activities of other immune cells
(marcophages and Bcells) by releasing cytokines rather than performing phagocytic
or cyto-toxic activities by it self (91). It has a T Cell Receptor (TCR) that detects and
recognizes MHC class II molecules present on the surface of Antigen Presenting Cell
(APC). The recognition of MHC class II molecules activates naive helper T cell and
activation of helper T cell results in release of cytokines which attract macrophages
to the site of infection (94). It also activates Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) that
present an antigen to helper T cell.
Helper T cells are of two types, Th1 and Th2, and are classified based on the
contact they make with particular type of Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) (91).
Helper T cell of type Th1 drives cell mediated immunity by influencing macrophages
to kill stressed cells (91). On the other hand, helper T cell of type Th2 activates B
cells to produce non-cytolytic antibodies (91). Th1 helper T cells are effective against
intracellular microbes such as viruses which reside inside the host cells where as Th2
helper T cells are more powerful against extracellular parasites such as bacteria and
toxins (91).

b. Cytotoxic and Memory T Cell
Cytotoxic T cell or Killer T Cell is one of the forms of T cell that causes the death of
infected or damaged cells by releasing cytotoxins (91). The naive T cells transition
to Cytotoxic T cells when T Cell Receptor (TCR) detect peptide bound MHC class
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I molecules which activates killer T cells (91). Upon activation, killer T cells proliferate exponentially and seek out other peptide bound MHC class I molecules. The
cytotoxins released by Cytotoxic T Cell perforates the plasma membrane of infected
cells through which water and ions enter into the cytoplasm. This causes an infected
cell to explode (91). The killer T cells die after the infection is cleared, however, few
of them transition to memory T cells which develop an immunological memory to a
specific antigen (94). If the same group of pathogens invade the system in the future,
these memory cells transition back to killer cells, hence, resulting in faster immune
response.

4.2.2

B Lymphocytes (B cell)

B cells are Antigen Presenting Cells (APCs) that drives the humoral response of the
immune system by producing antibodies when they encounter antigens that matches
their specificity. They are produced in bone marrow of mammals (60) and begin as
immature B cells that enter into the blood stream where they transition into plasma
cells that produce antibodies when they sense antigens and cytokines released by T
cells (91). They have a receptor similar to T cells called B Cell Receptor (BCR) which
binds a specific antigen. The difference between receptor of B and T cell is that BCR
recognizes an antigen in unprocessed form whereas TCR can only detect processed
antigens bounded with peptide (91).
The immature B cells circulating in the lymphatic system remain inactive and
cannot produce antibodies until they encounter antigens of specific type in the blood
stream. When they detect an antigen in its native form, the BCR present on their
surface binds the unprocessed antigen. The unprocessed antigen bound on BCR is
engulfed within plasma membrane of B cell where it is processed (93). The processed
antigen is bound to its MHC molecule in the BCR receptor to present it to other
immune cells such T cells. B cells activate and proliferate when they make contact
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with T cells in presence of cytokines released by T cells and transition to either shortlived plasma cells or memory B cells. The process of activation of B cells is shown in
Figure4.5 (93).

Figure 4.5: The process involving B cell activation
Each Plasma B cell is responsible for producing hundreds and thousands of antibodies (92) whose primary function is to activate complement proteins and help
in elimination of antigens by binding and presenting them to phagocytes or killer
immune cells (91). Plasma cells undergo apoptosis once the body recovers from infection. However, few plasma cells (about 10%) transition to memory B cells that
develop an immunological memory against infection (91).
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Chapter 5
Implementation of Immune Simulator in FLAME
GPU

Unlike the traditional framework for ABMs such as Repast which is based on algorithms that are executed serially on CPUs, FLAME GPU utilizes the parallel computational feature of GPUs, thereby significantly increasing computational performance.
This results in efficient simulation of even large models that cannot be handled with
frameworks such as Repast. Additionally, visualization is relatively inexpensive to
achieve since agent data is located in GPU memory where it can be rendered directly
without any additional computational overhead.

5.1

Definition of immune cells in FLAME GPU

As discussed in chapter 2, different immune cells in the immune simulator can be represented as agents executing their own set of behavioral rules. The agent and message
variables associated with immune cells, agent transition function definition handling
their state changes and layers which schedule the execution of agent functions are
defined within XMML model file definition. An example of specification for one of
the cell type (parenchymal cell) is shown in Figure 5.1. As shown in the Figure 5.1,
memory element in XMML model file consists of definition of agent variables and their
type (int, float, double) associated with a parenchymal cell that store its position
coordinates, state, and amount of chemical signals emitted when infected by a virus.
The initial value of variables (Figure 5.2a) are defined in a file with xml extension
and these values are supplied as input into simulation.
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<x a g e n t s>
<g p u : x a g e n t>
<name>Parenchymal_cell</name>
<memory>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type>i n t</ type><name>i d</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>x</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>y</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>z</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type>i n t</ type><name>s t a t e</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type>i n t</ type><name>bearAb</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>s_PK1</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>s _ v i r u s</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>s _ ap o p t i c</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type> f l o a t</ type><name>s _ n e c r o t i c</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type>i n t</ type><name>s t r e s s e d T i m e</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<g p u : v a r i a b l e><type>i n t</ type><name>k i l l D e l a y</name>
</ g p u : v a r i a b l e>
<f u n c t i o n s> . . . </ f u n c t i o n s>
<s t a t e s>
<g p u : s t a t e>
<name>d e f a u l t _ p c e l l s</name>
</ g p u : s t a t e>
< i n i t i a l S t a t e>d e f a u l t _ p c e l l s</ i n i t i a l S t a t e>
</ s t a t e s>
<g p u : t y p e>c o n t i n u o u s</ g p u : t y p e>
<g p u : b u f f e r S i z e>5457</ g p u : b u f f e r S i z e>
</ g p u : x a g e n t>
</ x a g e n t s>

Figure 5.1: XMML model file definition for Parenchymal cells
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<xagent>
<name>Parenchymal_cell</name>
<i d>0</ i d>
<x>−1</x>
<y>−1</y>
<z>0</ z>
<s t a t e>4</ s t a t e>
<bearAb>0</ bearAb>
<s_PK1>0</s_PK1>
<s _ v i r u s>0</ s _ v i r u s>
<s _ a p o p t i c>0</ s _ a p o p t i c>
<s _ n e c r o t i c>0</ s _ n e c r o t i c>
<s t r e s s e d T i m e>0</ s t r e s s e d T i m e>
</ xagent>
<x a g e n t s>
<g p u : x a g e n t>
<name>Parenchymal_cell</name>
<memory> . . . </memory>
<f u n c t i o n s>
<g p u : f u n c t i o n>
<name>s t a t e _ p c e l l s</name>
<c u r r e n t S t a t e>d e f a u l t _ p c e l l s</ c u r r e n t S t a t e>
<n e x t S t a t e>d e f a u l t _ p c e l l s</ n e x t S t a t e>
<i n p u t s>
<g p u : i n p u t>
<messageName>a g e n t _ b c e l l s</messageName>
</ g p u : i n p u t>
</ i n p u t s>
<o u t p u t s>
<g p u : o u t p u t>
<messageName>a g e n t _ p c e l l s</messageName>
<g p u : t y p e>s i n g l e _ m e s s a g e</ g p u : t y p e>
</ g p u : o u t p u t>
</ o u t p u t s>
<g p u : r e a l l o c a t e> f a l s e</ g p u : r e a l l o c a t e>
<gpu:RNG> f a l s e</gpu:RNG>
</ g p u : f u n c t i o n>
</ f u n c t i o n s>
</ g p u : x a g e n t>
</ x a g e n t s>

Figure 5.2: a) Figure on the top shows initial value of variables for one Parenchymal cell b) Figure on the bottom is an example of agent function definition
(state_pcells)
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Additionally, function element includes the definition of all the agent transition
functions associated with the parenchymal cell that handle its state change, and
input/output of messages. An example that illustrates the definition of one of the
agent functions of parenchymal cell i.e. state_pcells is shown in Figure 5.2b. The
message names i.e. agent_bcells and agent_pcells defined within inputs and
outputs element inside state_pcells function, create a template for message API
functions to read and write messages from message board. Besides, the function
state_pcells also includes C based script that determines whether parenchymal
cells are healthy or infected by a virus.

5.2

Simulation domain

The simulation domain implemented in FLAME GPU is adapted from previous version of Basic Immune Simulator (BIS) developed in RePast to preserve qualitative
nature of the simulation. The simulation domain is divided into three zones namely:
Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 (6; 7). Figure 5.3 shows the virtual representation of
three different zones of the immune simulator implemented in FLAME GPU which is
similar to its RePast implementation. Zone 1 is a representation of site for viral infection of generic parenchymal cells. The healthy parenchymal cells are represented by
yellow spheres and the infected parenchymal cells are represented by green spheres as
shown in Figure 5.3a. Zone 1 is also a residence for tissue surveilling innate immune
cells called Dendritic cells (DCs). Zone 2 (Figure 5.3b) is a residence for adaptive
immune cells (B cell agents, T cell agents and Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte agents) and
represents lymph nodes or spleen. Zone 3 (Figure 5.3c) is a representation of blood
circulation system which acts as a media to supply adaptive immune cells to site of
viral infection i.e. Zone 1.
Adaptive immune cells move randomly in Zone 3 for some period of time before
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Figure 5.3: Virtual representation of three different zone in FLAME GPU: a) Zone 1:
Site for infection of parenchymal cells by a virus b) Zone 2: Representation of lymph
node or spleen c) Zone 3: Representation of blood circulation system
they move to Zone 1. Zone 3 also contains granulocyte agents which are the type
of white blood cells for fighting the infection. Each zone contains portal agents
which represent lymphatic and blood vessels. These portal agents are responsible for
transferring immune cells from one zone to the other.

5.3

Agent types

The agents that take part in immune system simulation are generic functional tissue cells (Parenchymal cells), innate immune cells (Macrophages, Natural Killers,
Dendritic cells and Granulocytes) and adaptive immune cells (B cells, T cells and
CTLs). Innate immune cells originate in bone marrow (95). These immune cells are
the first ones to respond to distressed signals (1) produced by infected parenchymal
cells. They enter Zone 1 via portals present in this zone.
Natural Killers kill infected parenchymal cells. Macrophages are responsible for
killing infected parenchymal cells as well as scavenging of dead parenchymal cells.
The process of scavenging of dead parenchymal cells sets up a necessary condition
for regeneration of healthy parenchymal cells. Dendritic cells gather antigens from
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infected parenchymal cells and travel to Zone 2 i.e. the lymph nodes, through portals
and present antigens to adaptive immune cells that matches its specificity. Activation,
proliferation, as well as transition of adaptive immune cells (B cells, T cells, CTLs)
to memory cells take place in Zone 2 when they come in contact with dendritic cells
or with each other. The activated adaptive immune cells first move to Zone 3 where
they randomly move for some time and finally travel to Zone 1.
T cells represent helper T cells which manage activities of macrophages and B
cells by releasing cytokines (91). CTLs are killer cells responsible for killing infected
parenchymal cells that match their antigen specificity. B cells, on the other hand,
produce antibodies against the antigens making them primary targets for killer immune cells. Agent motion is influenced by chemical signals detected in the proximal
environment. Immune cells would tend to move randomly if there isn’t any chemical signal around them. If they detect any chemical signal in their vicinity, they
will follow the signal with highest concentration (96).The rules for the state change
of different type of cells participating in simulation is described in the sub-section
below:

5.3.1

Parenchymal cell agents

Parenchymal cells are the generic functional tissue cells that remain stationary throughout the course of simulation. These agents are initialized in a HEALTHY state during the start of the simulation. The viral infection starts at the center of Zone 1
which gradually spreads out infecting all neighboring parenchymal cells. The infected parenchymal cells release a distressed signal, parenchymal-kine 1 (PK1) in the
form of heat shock proteins (97), uric acid (98) or chemerin (99).
The infected PCs then make a state transition to one of three states: STRESSED,
CHALLENGED or TARGETED. The challenged PCs are target for natural killers,
pro-inflammatory T cells or CTLs and are killed upon contact. They may undergo ly-
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sis in presence of complement products(C’) and antibody Ab1 (100). The challenged
PCs make a transition to state TARGETED when they are bounded by antibody produced by B cells making them susceptible for killing by pro-inflammatory macrophage
agents (101). This causes neighboring parenchymal cells to become stressed as a result of reactive oxygen species released by pro-inflammatory macrophages (102). The
granulocytes also act upon the stressed PCs and kill them by a release of lethal degranulation product 1 (G1) (102; 103). The dead parenchymal cells are scavenged by
macrophages facilitating necessary conditions for regeneration of healthy PCs (104).
Algorithm 1 State change : Parenchymal Cells
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure state_parenchymal_cells()
if (state==HEALTHY & virus>Ab1+Ab2) then
state=CHALLENGED
end if
if (state==CHALLENGED) then
PK1=outputSignal
if (Ab1+Ab2>virus & (bearAb==FALSE) & (Ab2≥0) then
state=TARGETED
end if
if (NKkTskMΦs ) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
end if
if (C’>0) & ((Ab1-(virus+Ab2)>Ab_Lysis) then
state=NECROTIC
end if
if (state==STRESSTED) then
PK1=outputSignal
if (life>stressedTime+DURATION_STRESSED) then
state=HEALTHY
end if
end if

5.3.2

Dendritic cell agents

The DCs begin in an INACTIVE state in zone 1 and are of two types: pro-inflammatory
(DC1) and anti-inflammatory (DC2). The DCs in INACTIVE state can transition
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to two possible states: ACTIVATED or AG-PRIMED (antigen primed) depending
upon the type of signal it detects.
Algorithm 2 State change : Dendritic Cells - Zone 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

procedure state_dendritic_cells_zone1()
if (life < LIFE_DC_ZONE1) then
if (state==INACTIVE) then
if (PK1>0) then
state=ACTIVATED
if (MK1MK2 & type==DC1) then
type=DC2
end if
end if
if (virus>200) then
state = AG-PRIMED
if (Ab1>200 & Ab2>200 & type==DC1) then
type=DC2
end if
if (CK1>200) & type==DC2 then
type=DC1
end if
end if
end if
if (state==ACTIVATED) then
if (virus k CHALLENGED PC contact) then
state=AG-PRIMED
end if
end if
end if
if (life>LIFE_DC_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
The dendritic cells of type DC1 or DC2 move randomly until it detects shock

signal (PK1) produced by infected parenchymal cells. The detection of PK1 in its
immediate environment causes DCs to change to ACTIVATED state (105). The
activated DCs produce a chemical signal MK1 (Mono-kine 1) or MK2 (Mono-kine
2) depending on its type. For example, INACTIVE DC1 changes to ACTIVATED
DC1 and INACTIVE DC2 changes to ACTIVATED DC2 upon detection of PK1.
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However, if signal MK2 (Mono-kine 2) is greater than signal MK1 (Mono-kine 1), it
converts to ACTIVATED DC2 (106).
Algorithm 3 State change : Dendritic Cells - Zone 2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

procedure state_dendritic_cells_zone2()
if (life < LIFE_DC_ZONE1 & zone==2) then
if (state==AG-PRIMED) then
if (type==DC1 k type==DC2) then
if (timerMK<DURATION_MK_ZONE2) then
MK1 or MK2 = outputSignal
timerMK1 or timerMK2 += 1
end if
if (Ag-matched B1 or B2) then
life=0
end if
if (Ag-matched T1 or T2) then
MK1 or MK2 = 0
NumTsContact += 1
end if
end if
end if
end if
if (numTsContact≥12) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
if (life>LIFE_DC_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
The DCs attain antigen-primed (AG-PRIMED) state under three conditions.

First, the detection of virus signal in the proximal location of DC1 or DC2 causes
them to convert to AG-PRIMED DC1 or AG-PRIMED DC2 (107). Second, the presence of virus along with antibody changes INACTIVE DC1 to AG-PRIMED DC2
(108). INACTIVE DC2 is transitioned to AG-PRIMED DC1 in presence of virus
and signal CK1 (cyto-kine 1) (109). Third, the DCs in ACTIVATED state when
make contact with virus infected PCs change to AG-PRIMED state respective of its
type (110). The AG-PRIMED DCs move to Zone 2 via portals present in Zone 1 to
present the antigen to adaptive immune cells (B cells, T cells and CTLs) (110).The
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DCs undergo apoptosis if they fail to detect any infected PCs or stress signal within
their lifetime (111).
After the DCs move to Zone 2, they move randomly for some time and become
stationary. They continue to produce MK1 or MK2 in Zone 2 as well. At this moment,
DCs wait for antigen matched adaptive immune cells (B cells, T cells and CTLs) to
make contact with them. The contact with DCs affects the state of adaptive immune
cells as well as their own state. For example, contact with antigen matched B cells
extends the life of DCs (112) and contact with antigen matched T cells resets the
production of MK1 or MK2. The DCs undergo apoptosis if they reach the allocated
life time in Zone 2 or exceed threshold for T cells contact (113; 114).

5.3.3

Macrophage agents

The macrophages (MΦs) enter Zone 1 in naive state (MΦ0) when portals present in
Zone 1 sense PK1 emitted by infected PCs. The state change of MΦs is determined
by type of signals it senses from its local environment.
The presence of PK1, CK1, C’ (complement products) and necrotic debris (100)
cause MΦs to transition to ACTIVATED MΦ1s (pro-inflammatory) whereas sensing
of apoptic signal and antigen-antibody (Ag-Ab) complexes (101) cause MΦs to change
to ACTIVATED MΦ2s (anti-inflammatory). Both MΦ1 and MΦ2 in activated state
have the ability to scavenge dead PCs which provides necessary condition for regeneration of healthy PCs. MΦ1 also has the ability to kill infected PCs. MΦ1 and MΦ2
in activated state produce signals MK1 and MK2 respectively. The killing of infected
PCs and scavenging of dead PCs cause MΦs to attain antigen-primed (AG-PRIMED)
state respective of their type. The MΦs in AG-PRIMED state posses ability from
previous state to scavenge dead PCs as well as kill PCs bound by a antibody. If MΦs
in this state make contact with antigen-matched T cells, it extends the life of MΦs.
The MΦs in activated and antigen primed state undergo apoptosis when their life
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time is exhausted.
Algorithm 4 State change : Macrophages
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

procedure state_macrophages()
if (life < LIFE_MΦ_ZONE1) then
if (state==MΦ0) then
if (PK1>0 k CK1>0 k C’>0 k Nec. debris>0 ) then
state=ACTIVATED MΦ1
end if
if Apop.Signal>0 k Ab-Ag complexes then
state=ACTIVATED MΦ2
end if
end if
if (state==ACTIV. MΦ1 k ACTIV. MΦ2) then
if (kill PCs k scavenge PCs) then
state = AG-PRIMED MΦ1 or MΦ2
end if
end if
end if
if (life>LIFE_MΦ_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if

5.3.4

Natural Killer agents

Natural Killers (NKs) are introduced to Zone 1 when portals in Zone 1 sense PK1
from PCs. They move randomly for some time. When they detect PK1 that is being
emitted from infected PCs, they follow PK1 with the highest concentration eventually
seeking infected PCs. If the signal PK1 is greater than CK1 around the Natural Killer
of interest, killing of infected PCs takes place upon contact. At this time, release of
chemical signal CK1 by NKs also takes place (115). After the killing of infected PCs
and CK1 production, NKs return to the state where they continue to move randomly.
They have a limited number of kills and lifetime, after which they undergo apoptosis.
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Algorithm 5 State change : Natural Killers
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

procedure state_natural_killers()
if (life < LIFE_NK_ZONE1) then
if (PK1>0) then
followPK1=TRUE
end if
if (PK1>CK2 & followPK1==TRUE) then
killPC = TRUE
end if
if (killPC==TRUE) then
killCount+=1 ; CK1Timer=DURATION_NK_CK1
end if
if (CK1Timer>0) then
CK1=outputSignal ; CK1Timer -= 1
end if
if (CK1Timer==0) then
followPK1 = FALSE ; randomMotion = TRUE
end if
if (killCount ≥ NK_KILL_LIMIT) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
end if
if (life > LIFE_NK_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if

5.3.5

Granulocyte cell agents

Granulocytes begin in Zone 3 where they are moving randomly. They travel to
Zone 1 when portals present in Zone 3 sense presence of complement products (100)
or MK1. After enter Zone 1, they move randomly until they detect complement
products around them and eventually follows signal of highest concentration. They
release degranulation product which is capable of killing any stressed PCs (103). They
undergo apoptosis after their time is up.
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Algorithm 6 State change : Granulocytes - Zone 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

procedure state_granulocytes_zone1()
if (life < LIFE_GRAN_ZONE1) then
G1=outputSignal
end if
if (life > LIFE_GRAN_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if

5.3.6

T cell agents

T cells begin in Zone 2 i.e. lymph nodes in an INACTIVE state where they move
randomly until it finds a DC matching its antigen specificity. The contact with DC1
or DC2 results in activation and proliferation of T1 or T2 respectively (116; 110; 113;
117) and release of signal CK1 or CK2.
Algorithm 7 State change : T cells - Zone2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

procedure state_tcells_zone2()
if (state==INACTIVE T0) then
if (Ag-matched DC1 or DC2) then
state=ACTIVATED T1 or T2
end if
end if
if (state==ACTIVATED T1 or T2) then
if timerCK < DURATION_CK_ZONE2 then
CK1 or CK2 = outputSignal
timerCK1 or timerCK2 += 1
end if
if (Ag-matched DC1 or DC2) then
life += ADD_LIFE
Birth_Ts = ADD_Ts
end if
if MK1==0 k CK1 == 0 then
state = MEMORY T1 or T2
end if
end if
if (state==ACTIVATED & life > LIFE_Ts_ZONE2) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
Additionally, contact with antigen matched B cells as well as series of contacts
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with DCs extend the life of Ts. ACTIVATED Ts make a transition to MEMORY
Ts if there is an absence of CK1 or CK2 in the environment. However, contact with
antigen matched DC makes MEMORY Ts to be ACTIVATED again. Ts move to Zone
3 where they randomly for some time before traveling to Zone 1. If ACTIVATED Ts
fail to make contact with DC within certain period of time, they undergo apoptosis.
Algorithm 8 State change : T cells - Zone1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

procedure state_tcells_zone1()
if (life < LIFE_Ts_ZONE1) then
if (state==ACTIVE_Tskstate==MEMORY_Ts) then
if (Ag-matched MΦ contact) then
CK1 or CK2 = outputSignal
end if
if (CHALLENGED PC) then
killPC = TRUE ; killCount += 1
end if
if (killCount≥MAX_T_KILLS) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
end if
end if
if (life>LIFE_Ts_ZONE1 then
state=APOPTIC
end if
T cells (Ts) enter Zone 1 in response to detection of PK1 signal by portals present

in Zone 1. T cells of type T1 seek infected PCs by following PK1 with strongest
concentration and kill them upon contact. If T1 or T2 makes contact with antigenmatched macrophage (MΦ), they start to produce CK1 or CK2 depending upon type
of macrophage (MΦ) (118). T cells of type T1 undergo apoptosis if they reach beyond
the threshold for number of kills (119) or exceed allocated lifetime in Zone 1.

5.3.7

CTL agents

Like other adaptive immune cells, CTLs begin in an INACTIVE state in zone 2,
moving randomly waiting to make contact with an antigen-matched DC1. The contact
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with DC1 makes them ACTIVATED.
Algorithm 9 State change : CTLs - Zone2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

procedure state_ctl_zone2()
if (Ag-matched DC1) then
if (state==INACTIVE) then
state = ACTIVATED
end if
if (state==ACTIVATED & CK1==0) then
state = MEMORY_CTLs
end if
if (state==MEMORY_CTLs & CK1>0) then
state = ACTIVATED
end if
end if
if (life < LIFE_CTLs_ZONE2) then
if (state==ACTIVATED) then
CK1 = outputSignal
BIRTH_CTLs = ADD_CTLs
end if
end if
if (life > LIFE_CTLs_ZONE2) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
In an ACTIVATED state they proliferate and release CK1 signal. ACTIVATED

CTLs transition to MEMORY CTLs if they make contact with a DC1 in absence of
CK1 signal (120). The presence of CK1 signal and contact with DC1 extends the
life of CTLs. ACTIVATED CTLs then migrate to Zone 3 and eventually to Zone 1
where they kill infected PCs. CTLs enter Zone 1 in an activated state and continue
to produce CK1 signal for a finite period of time.
Like T cells (Ts), they seek virus infected PCs by following PK1 emitted by
such PCs and kill them upon contact. The contact with infected PCs also extend
the duration of emission of CK1 signal by CTLs. ACTIVATED CTLs transition to
MEMORY CTLs in absence of PK1 or CK1 in their immediate environment. The
contact with infected PCs cause MEMORY CTLs to be ACTIVATED again. CTLs
undergo apoptosis after their life is over.
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Algorithm 10 State change : CTLs - Zone1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

procedure state_ctl_zone1()
if (CHALLENGED or TARGETED PC contact) then
if (state==ACTIVATED) then
killPC = TRUE
end if
if (state==MEMORY_CTLs) then
state = ACTIVATED
end if
end if
if (life<LIFE_CTL_ZONE1 & state==ACTIV.) then
if (No CK1 or PK1) then
state = MEMORY_CTLs
end if
if (ticker<DURATION_CK1_ZONE1) then
CK1 = outputSignal ; ticker += 1 end if
end if
if (life > LIFE_CTL_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if

5.3.8

B cell agents

B cells (Bs) reside in Zone 2 in an INACTIVE state waiting for antigen matched
DCs to make contact with them (121). If they make contact with DC1, B cells of
type B1 are produced and type B2 is the result of contact with DCs of type DC2. B
cells of type (B1 or B2) gets ACTIVATED when they make contact with activated,
antigen-matched T1 or T2. Bs in ACTIVATED state may transition into either of
two states: GERMINAL or PLASMA.
Germinal cells in activated state produce anti-bodies and remain in Zone 2 where
as Plasma B cells, on the other hand, travel to Zone 1 and produce anti-bodies there.
Contact with Ts also leads to birth of B cells. ACTIVATED Bs make a transition
to MEMORY Bs when they make series of contacts with antigen matched DC1 or
DC2, thus, extending life of B cells. Memory Bs are again activated when they make
contact with antigen matched Ts in presence of cytokines (MK1, CK1 or MK2, CK2).
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Algorithm 11 State change : B cells - Zone2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

procedure state_bcells_zone2()
if (Ag-matched DC1 or DC2) then
if (type==B1 or B2 & state==ACTIV.) then
DCcontacts + =1 ; life += ADD_LIFE
end if
if (type==B1 or B2 & state==MEM_Bs) then
DCcontacts + =1
end if
if (type==B0) then ; type = B1 or B2
end if
end if
if (Ag-matched T1 or T2) then
if (state==INACTIVE) then
if (type==B0) then
type = B1 or B2
end if
if (type==B1 or B2) then
state=ACTIVATED ; flag=rand() ; Birth_Bs = ADD_Bs
mode=(flag>0.5) ? GERMINAL:PLASMA
end if
end if
if (state==MEMORY_Bs) then
state=ACTIVATED ; mode=PLASMA ; BIRTH_Bs=ADD_Bs
end if
end if
if (state==ACTIVATED & DCcontacts≥1 then
if (mode==GERMINAL) then
state = MEMORY_Bs ; life += ADD_LIFE
end if
end if
if (state==MEMORY_Bs & DCcontacts≥1) then
life += ADD_LIFE
end if
if (state==ACTIVATED & type==B1 or B2) then
if (AbTimer≤DURATION_AB_ZONE2) then
Ab1 or Ab2=outputSignal ; AbTimer += 1
end if
end if
if (life > LIFE_B_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
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ACTIVATED Bs undergo apoptosis after their life surpasses allocated lifetime.
Plasma B cells travel to Zone 1 from Zone 3 via portals present in Zone 1. They
move randomly in Zone 1 where they produce antibodies in the presence of CK1 or
CK2 for predefined period of time. If they don’t detect CK1 or CK1 in its proximal
location, they stop producing antibodies. They undergo apoptosis after their life is
over.
Algorithm 12 State change : B cells - Zone1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure state_bcells_zone1()
if (life < LIFE_Bs_ZONE1) then
if (type==B1 or B2 & CK1 or CK2>0) then
if (AbTicker < DURATION_AB_ZONE1) then
Ab1 or Ab2 = outputSignal
AbTicker += 1
end if
end if
end if
if (life > LIFE_Bs_ZONE1) then
state=APOPTIC
end if
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Chapter 6
Results

In this chapter, the results obtained from immune simulator implemented in FLAME
GPU are compared with its RePast implementation to verify that immune cells executing in parallel demonstrate same behaviors, as in their RePast implementation,
without loss in statistical accuracy. The test of statistical accuracy is important because there is possibility that results obtained from immune simulator implemented
in FLAME GPU may deviate from its RePast version due to the difference in the way
the random motion of immune cells are implemented. Furthermore, discrepancies in
the order at which the state change of immune cells are executed could also lead
to difference in results. For this reason, statistical comparison is required to ensure
that results from immune simulator in FLAME GPU lie within statistical limits of
results obtained from its RePast implementation. The measure of statistical accuracy was done by utilizing the statistical measures such as mean value and standard
deviation. Apart from testing of statistical accuracy of immune simulator in FLAME
GPU, a benchmark is carried out to demonstrate the performance advantage of using
FLAME GPU when large population of immune cells execute their behavioral rules
in the simulation.

6.1

Qualitative and statistical analysis

The qualitative analysis and validation of statistical accuracy for immune cells count
at Zone 1 and Zone 2 were carried for immune win condition. Immune win is a
situation in which infection is completely eradicated as result of elimination of chal-
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lenged/stressed parenchymal cells by immune cells and sets up favorable conditions
for regeneration of healthy parenchymal cells. The initial condition for immune win
condition for immune simulator implemented in FLAME GPU was set, similar to as
initial condition for immune simulator implemented in RePast, as shown in Table 6.1
(7).

Parameter

Value Parameter

Value

Number of PCs

5457

Duration_Ab_Zone1

150

Viral_Infection_Threshold

50

NumTs_ToSend

2

Ab_Lysis_Threshold

100

Life_T_Zone1

20

Duration_Stressed

25

Life_T_Zone2

13

Number of DCs(Zone 1)

50

Life_T_Zone3

50

NumDC_ToSend

3

Duration_CK_Zone1/Zone2

25

Life_DC_Zone1

50

T_Max_Kills

10

Life_DC_Zone2

100

NumMΦ _ToSend

5

Duration_MK_Zone1/Zone2 25

Life_MΦ _Zone1

50

NumBs_ToSend

1

NumNK_ToSend

4

Life_B_Zone1

25

NK_Kill_Limit

15

Life_B_Zone2

10

NumCTL_ToSend

4

Life_B_Zone3

25

Life_CTL_Zone1/Zone2

25

Table 6.1: Initial values for immune win condition
The simulation was carried out to observe the behavior of immune cells in response to infection of parenchymal cells by a virus. The number of parenchymal
cells that took part in the simulation was 5457. Out of 5457 PCs, 192 cells were
initialized as cells infected by a virus and were placed in the space around the center region of Zone 1. As the simulation progresses, infection spreads out which
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causes healthy parenchymal cells, located near infected ones, to be stressed/challenged when virus signal in their local environment is greater than the threshold
value (Virus_Infection_Threshold). The innate immune cells are the first group of
immune cells to respond to the infection and enter Zone 1 when the portals present
in Zone 1 sense PK1 signal emitted by infected cells. The average count of innate
immune cells (Macrophages and Natural killers) in Zone 1, for both FLAME GPU
and RePast implementation of immune simulator, is shown in Figure 6.3 which is
obtained by running 50 trials of simulation for both FLAME GPU and RePast. Similarly, the average count of dendritic cells and adaptive immune cells (T cells, B cells
and CTLs) in Zone 2 (Figure 6.2) was obtained in a same way as for innate immune
cells count in Zone 1.

Figure 6.1: Innate immune cells count in Zone 1. a) count of Natural killers b) count
of macrophages

The blue bars in Figure 6.3 represent the average count of innate immune cells
(natural killers and macrophages) that are present in Zone 1 at different period of
time (from infection to recovery). Similarly, the blue bars in Figure 6.2 shows the
count of adaptive immune cells (T cells, B cells and CTLs) and dendritic cells in Zone
2. It is observed that the count of immune cells (both innate and adaptive) gradually
increase as the number of parenchymal cells infected by a virus rises and eventually
reaches a peak value when majority of parenchymal cells are infected. As the infected
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PCs are cleared by immune cells, the count of immune cells also gradually decreases
which indicate the process of recovery of parenchymal cells as dead PCs are replaced
by healthy ones.

Figure 6.2: Count of different immune cells in Zone 2. a) count of T cells b) count of
B cells c) count of CTLs d) count of dendritic cells
Furthermore, for statistical analysis the count of immune cells present in Zone
1 and Zone 2 of immune system implemented in FLAME GPU is compared with
its RePast implementation. The red bars in Figures 6.3 and 6.2 shows the count
of immune cells present in Zone 1 and Zone at different time steps. The standard
deviation bars at each time step verify that count of immune cells in Zone 1 and Zone
2 of immune simulator developed with FLAME GPU lie within statistical limits of
its RePast implementation. This outcome verifies its statistical accuracy i.e. parallelization of immune cell agents does not effect the quality of outcomes from immune
simulator.
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6.2

Benchmark

The benchmark demonstrates the performance advantage when the immune simulator
developed with FLAME GPU simulates large population of immune cell agents in
parallel. The benchmark was carried out by varying the initial immune cells count
from 8,000 to 20,000. Since the number of parenchymal cells that take part in the
simulation is fixed, the initial immune cells count was achieved by varying initial
count of dendritic cells (DCs) from 500 to 3,500 as shown in Table 6.2 and keeping
the count of other immune cells (B cell, T cell, NKs, MΦ and CTLs) unchanged.

Initial Agent count

Initial DC count

Speed Up

8,000

500

3.43

10,000

1,000

4.03

12,000

1,500

4.55

14,000

2,000

5.04

16,000

2,500

6.35

18,000

3,000

8.1

20,000

3,500

13.002

Table 6.2: Initial count of DCs for different agent population and simulation speed-up
with FLAME GPU
The simulation was run in Intel core i7 2.67 GHz CPU with 6.00 GB RAM
equipped with NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU on Windows 7 OS. The result of the benchmark was obtained by running 15 trials as the count of agent vary significantly in
each trial due to stochastic nature of simulation. Figure 7 illustrates plot for speed-up
obtained with FLAME GPU against agent population. It is observed that computational performance increased by 13 times when simulation was run for initial agent
count was set to 20,000 agents.
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Figure 6.3: Benchmark: plot for speed-up obtained with FLAME GPU against agent
count
However, performance analysis wasn’t carried out for agent population greater
than 20,000 as immune simulator implemented in RePast as it would slow down the
simulation making it infeasible to operate. Hence, it can be noted that there is a
significant improvement in computational performance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work

The implementation of the basic immune simulator using FLAME GPU framework
was successfully completed. The major contribution of this thesis was the translation
of agent-state diagrams and various agent communications into the FLAME GPU
framework. The use of FLAME GPU for the implementation of the basic immune
simulator utilized the computational power of the GPUs via optimized CUDA code to
achieve significant improvement in computational performance compared to a previous serial implementation using the RePast agent modeling toolkit. Statistical comparison between the parallel FLAME GPU implementation and the original repast
implementation was done for immune win condition to validate statistical accuracy
of the implementation. The results show that the parallel implementation using the
FLAME GPU framework matched the results of the original RePast implementation
within statistical limits. Therefore, it was shown that parallelization does not effect
model accuracy.
In the current implementation of immune simulator, the diffusion of chemical
signals was carried using 2D convolution stencil as described in the paper by Folcik
et al. However, it is recommended to solve actual diffusion, reaction and advection
equation with PDEs in conjunction with Agent Based Models (ABMs). Furthermore,
for more accurate representation of the immune agent interaction, the ad-hoc rules,
currently present in the finite state models, can be replaced with rules based on actual
chemical kinetics.
The current implementation could be further developed to represent the immune
system at a much higher level of detail. The framework could then be modularized
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to enable simulation of various immune system related conditions. The goal of this
exercise would be to enable easy simulation by mixing and matching various modules
with virtually no coding to simulate a plethora of disease conditions. This would
enable basic science researchers who have typically limited training in programming,
let alone parallel programming to quickly test out various hypothesis with computer
models with a sufficient level of granularity.
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